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A Slamming
Night
By ANDREA QUISPE, junior
ON APRIL 21, students gathered in the

auditorium to attend the second annual
Poetry Slam, an event where students of all
grades performed inspirational and powerful
poems written by themselves. Members of
the school’s Speak-Out-Poetry Club and the
Future 10 program, a club organized by JP
Stevens administrators and teachers, formed
a large majority of the performers. Through
countless hours and many workshops, the
poets practiced continuously to perfect their
performances and emotions for the night.
With the year’s overarching theme as stress,
the students were asked to speak about a
stress that is relevant to them, making each
and every poem unique and personal.
Junior Nyasia James began the night
with her poem “Keep Going.” Through her
performance, she conveyed to the audience
the idea of being your own opponent. The
slam continued with freshman Ja’Nay Porter
expressing another form of stress in her
poem “Baby Girl,” which demonstrated
See POETRY, page 14
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Seniors pose with their dates at one of the many pre-prom gatherings taking place.

The Memories We Made
By TANAYA BADSA, senior
I DID NOT WANT to write this article. For
the first time, as the senior News editor
of the Hawkeye, I find myself at a loss for
words. For the past four years, I have been
reading, reviewing, and editing the prom
articles of those who have preceded me, but
still have no idea what I should write about.
Some editors spoke of how prom was the
time to put past conflicts behind us. Other
editors discussed how prom made us all feel
like one entity. A couple even relayed it as the
single event that taught them to “stay in the
moment” (or as Ms. Pawlikowski would put

it, “Carpe Diem”). While all of these articles
about prom skillfully share their stories, I’m
beginning to doubt the message they convey.
As I look back to these articles, I realize that
every one of them has one single theme—
prom is a big deal.
But is it really? When we look at things
practically, I think we can all admit that prom
is nothing more than a school dance. Sure, all
the girls are decked out in their extravagant
gowns, expensive jewelery and complicated
hairstyles, and the guys are forced to rent
their color-coordinated tuxes, but, other
than looking like we belong in Hollywood
(and getting a three-course meal), what sets

SIMON WONG

this night apart from any other dance we
have attended in high school?
I have no clue. So what really is the hype
all about? Why do we choose this specific
event to define our last four years of high
school? I honestly don’t have an answer to
that question. But when I asked my friends,
they had a lot to say. Prachi Deshpande
reflected, “Prom was one of those rare
occasions where everyone I’ve come to
know could finally enjoy themselves without
letting past conflicts get in their way.”
But there, in Prachi’s quote, was that
overused prom-theme past editors have
See PROM, page 14

A Scholar

By SRIRAM SRINIVASAN, sophomore

AFTER HE WAS INVITED to be a candidate
in the Presidential Scholar Program, Dennis
Aldea did not expect to be selected as a
semifinalist, much less win the award itself.
However, he became more confident in
his chances of winning the prestigious
award after being selected as a semifinalist
in mid-April. Within a month, Dennis
received an email informing him that he had
See ALDEA, page 15
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Dennis tests micropipettes while interning at the University of California, San Diego.

Amazing AccOMplishments
By APRIL WANG, freshman
EIGHT MONTHS AGO, students from JP
Stevens embarked on a journey full of hard
work, creativity, and competition. It was
only after success at multiple qualifying
competitions and a grueling 24-hour bus
ride that they were able to arrive at Iowa
State University and represent New Jersey in
the 2016 Odyssey of the Mind World Finals
from May 25 to May 28.
A worldwide educational program,
Odyssey of the Mind allows students

from the age of 5 to 22 to solve a variety
of problems, ranging from performance
to engineering. Students develop creative
problem-solving and team building skills by
working together and competing at regional,
state, and world levels.
The JP Stevens Odyssey of the Mind
has continuously improved throughout the
years, with students excelling in different
problems. As Mr. Parekkadan, coordinator
of JP Stevens Odyssey of the Mind, states,
“When I first started JP OM, it was really
focused on Problem Four, the structure

problem. At this stage in the game, I feel
as though I have teams in respective to
whether it is a structure problem or not
that are very diverse in terms of their
skills and talents, their dramatic quality of
performance elements. I am dealing with
very sophisticated students who bring a lot
to the table no matter which problem.”
The opening ceremony began on May
25 with thousands of flashing glow sticks
waving around, laser lights beaming from
one end of the stadium to the other,
See WORLDS, page 14
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OPINION

Stepping into Modernity
By DISHA BAILOOR, junior
TODAY, WE use technology in every aspect
of life: entertainment, communication, and
connection. Every aspect of life, that is, except
for school. We, as students, have been exposed
to many different kinds of media, ranging from
Google Classroom to Edmodo; however, we are
not allowed to use phones or laptops in school
unless we receive permission from a teacher.
This incongruity is about to change. Just
imagine the JP student body with a new piece of
learning technology: MacBooks. Something that
seems like a dream will soon become a reality.
MacBooks, despite garnering a lot of criticism
from skeptical students and parents alike, will
have a positive effect on our education.
The possible uses for MacBooks are
endless: taking notes, accessing information,
and checking grades are all feasible with this
new technology. Not only will we be given free
MacBooks this coming year, but we also will no
longer have to carry heavy books and binders
from class to class. Online textbooks will
be more readily available to students,
lessening the burden on our shoulders
and backs. No longer will our hands
cramp up from scribbling down
information; we can simply
take notes by typing them
online, which is much more
efficient than using a pen and paper.
MacBooks can prove to be resourceful by
offering immediate results, but they can also help
students focus better in class. Studies show that
students tend to be more alert and motivated
when technology is used in teaching. Thus, teens
will be engaged for a longer period of time when

traditional methods are not employed. MacBooks
are more appealing to students because they make
it easier for students to obtain diverse information
from the internet instantly, enhancing their
learning experience.
Furthermore, as a direct result of students
acquiring access to technology, our library
will become less crowded. Students will no
longer be forced to go to the library whenever

they need access to the internet for research,
communication, and other purposes. As a result,
the library’s users will be filtered down to the
original denizens: readers who come to read or
to study, not to use the technology. Having fewer
people in the library will directly contribute to
making it a quieter, less crowded space where

Sack the Mac
By GAUTHAM RONI, junior
I WAS ONCE ASKED, “What is the
greatest change you wish to see at JP?” In
response, I humbly expressed my desire to
have another custodian or two to keep up
with the perpetual bathroom maintenance;
after all, there is a one-hundred percent
chance that one of the boys’ bathrooms
is out of order at any given time. To my
dismay, I instead saw the great influx of
refurbished MacBook Airs into the learning
environment, a move that was constructive
to neither the school’s janitorial department
nor the academic sector. The MacBook Air
prompts an introspective question for our
future: are we really taking a step forward
with technological innovation in the school
setting? Whether we realize it or not, a slick
hunk of metal is not what the student body
needs right now.
Has it ever occurred to you that we
were given a choice of which type of
electronic device we preferred, rather than
being questioned about whether or not we
preferred an electronic device in the first
place? Students, it is time to look past the
glossy screens and to begin to weigh the
odds yourselves. The MacBooks are about
as free as your high school education—not
free at all. Valuable tax money is directed to
needless technological perks while the school
turns a cold shoulder to the more pressing
issues: unhealthy school lunches, defective
bathrooms, copy machine malfunctions, and
even shabby network connections to already
existing PCs in our computer labs. This
sudden urge to digitize seems more like a
hasty attempt to improve the school’s image
while leaving the more important issues
unattended.
Furthermore, home computers have
existed years before the advent of
MacBooks, as well as other resources such
as library computers. At the end of the day,
a majority of assignments can be completed
on our home computers without breaking
a sweat, which further weakens the need

for a personal learning tool. A majority of
textbooks are online, and some might even
be surprised to hear that Microsoft Office
365 can be accessed free of cost with an
Edison email. The “archaic” methods of
completing assignments have so far proven
to be satisfactory, so what critical advantages
do MacBooks really provide in terms of
productivity?
Contrary to popular belief, personal
laptops are not necessarily directly
proportional to academic success. Ironically
enough, the esteemed Thomas Jefferson
High School for Science and Technology
in Virginia does not endorse the science
and technology that comes packaged with
school laptops. Frequently ranked as the
nation’s leading high school, students in
this high school have learned to transcend
the materialistic aspects innate in personal
laptops and have still proved to be some of
the most forward thinkers in the nation. JP
needs to draw inspiration from this school.
The simplistic learning habits that Thomas
Jefferson High School boasts must pave
the way for today’s institutions of learning;
the mighty pen and paper have always
been reliable surrogates for technology.
MacBooks are not JP’s solution to the issues
that really need addressing.
Face-to-face communication has been an
invaluable medium for conveying ideas for
years, but suddenly, the laptop screen serves
as an obstruction. It causes us to believe the
false notion that computerized learning can
lead to a more thorough learning experience.
It is no different from handing a calculator
to a struggling math student and expecting
instantaneous results. While the students
most certainly will begin to develop an
unhealthy dependency on the MacBooks,
the teachers might not be spared either. Bill
Gates had once succinctly drawn the line
between teachers and technology by stating,
“Technology is just a tool. In terms of getting
the kids working together and motivating
them, the teacher is most important.” The
history department is a testament to the

students can study without distractions from
noise and other people.
Overall, the introduction of MacBooks into
our school environment will help prepare students
for college, a place where professors often assign
work that must be completed digitally. College
assignments are typically typed papers that may
require computer-based research, making it
indispensable for every college student to have
a personal computer handy at all
times. Because college students
heavily rely on their laptops, they
have become accustomed to
carrying them around campus.
Why not practice this beforehand,
in high school? Implementing
one-on-one technology early
on allows students to learn
important 21st century skills,
most notably typing. This will
make our transition from high
school to college much smoother;
our school’s students will be better
prepared for college because they
will have had previous exposure to
using technology in the classroom.
Although some may argue that
MacBooks will undermine a student’s high
school education, the advantages far outweigh
the disadvantages. In a world that is rapidly
modernizing, preparing our high schools students
with new technology is the only way to assure
that our students are ready to overcome the
challenges that face them after graduation. The
administration is not giving us these MacBooks
to complicate our lives with new technology;
rather, they are preparing us for college and the
rapidly modernizing workforce.

benefits of simpler forms of teaching. Giving
MacBooks to teachers will not enhance
their teaching abilities; it is the way they
are able to connect with their students on
a deeper level that truly makes a difference.
Having a MacBook around is no different
from browsing through your phone during
an important lecture; the room will ultimately
fall into unbridled chaos. Not to mention,
JP students are notorious for their intricate
excuses involving assignment submissions.
The burdensome routine of charging
MacBooks adds a new shade of depth to these
excuses. “My MacBook ran out of battery”
will now replace the previously recurrent,
“My printer ran out of ink.” As enticing as
it is to waste class time, the repercussions
will only sting when the misused time
bites back during rigorous exams.
At the end of the day, MacBooks can
come in handy for the occasional flash of
amusement—I, too, am guilty of logging
onto Google Sites to play unblocked games.
However, I’d take my air conditioning,
functioning paper machine, and healthy
school lunch over online web-games any day.
The next time you are handed that yellow
contract for a MacBook, you might want to
reconsider until our bathroom floors are as
shiny as our MacBooks.
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Leaving the Nest: Tears, Fears, and Peers
By JOANNA LINN, guest writer
THERE IS AN ABUNDANCE of articles
available online to guide the rising college
freshman: how to adjust to dorm life, how
to live without your mother’s cooking,
and how to embark on this brand-new
adventure. There are even articles about
things you never thought you needed to
know: how to find the right mini-fridge,
how to compromise with roommates on the
temperature of the thermostat, and even
how to cook ramen in 30 different ways.
However, I have yet to read an article
on the irreplaceable life skill of retaining
friendships. Fortunately, it is a skill that can
be learned and practiced through experience,
even if it is a skill I’ve never had to work
hard to develop in the past. After living my
whole life in the 30 square miles that I call
home, I’ve been given years to cultivate my
friendships, and many others are in the same
situation. Some of us have known each
other since preschool, where we bonded
over the shared rebellion of eating PlayDoh. From lost front teeth to neighborhood
shenanigans to middle school stress (a mere
joke in comparison to high school) to finally
prom and nearing graduation, these were
the fundamental building blocks of our
relationships. It took years for me to develop
the deep-seated trust and love for my friends
that I have today, years of little conscious
effort because they were always right there,
close both in space and in time. If I so chose,
I could run over one doorstep and start a
water gun fight, or I could go two houses
in the opposite direction and play “house”
with my cousins. Companionship was easy
for me to find and easier still to let blossom.
Now that distance will soon separate us, it
will take much more intentional action to
help my friendships grow.

Perhaps college is exactly what my old
friendships needed to make me pay attention
to them again. In comparison to college and
to the real world, high school friendships
were effortless. It was the repeated (and
often unintentional or coincidental)
exposure to the same people, the classes
we had together, and the times outside of
school that allowed us to get to know each
other. We steadily built up our small enclaves
of people who we had met by chance and
chose to meet again in the future, brick by
brick, of comfortable homes enclosing
friend-families who became as close as
flesh-and-blood families (or even closer).
Although every few years were punctuated
with new people from other schools, there
was always someone familiar, someone we
knew. However, this familiarity in some
ways hampered us; because of it, we became
lazy, taking our friendships for granted. The
close proximity of our friends made it easy
for us to put them on the back burner and
focus on more “important” things, such as
school and various extracurricular activities.
If we already saw our friend in tenth period,
there was no need to see her again until after
the history project was due, or the test was
over. Perhaps college is exactly what my old
friendships needed to make me pay attention
to them again, to work at them again.
In a couple of weeks, the home that we
have built together will disintegrate. Now,
we will be the captains of our own ships,
rapidly embarking on a new adventure
of individuality and freedom. But for
many of us, this is an adventure without a
compass or a crew. Although some of us
have JP graduates attending our colleges,
they are most likely not the ones we were
closest to; some we even might wish we
were farther away from. Like billiard balls
cracked apart in the beginning of a game,

we are all moving very far away, very fast.
As much as I want to leave this place,
I’m scared that by doing so, I’m putting
in danger the friendships I hold dearest.
My fear can be attributed to the constant
reminders from the adults in my life that
“you won’t remember anyone from high
school,” spoken from their experiences. It’s
supposed to be a comforting statement;
you can start your whole life over again.
You can become a new person because no
one will remember your past mistakes. But
what they don’t grasp is that I cherish my
past mistakes because I cherish the people
who loved me despite them. Even though
my high school experience was littered with
small inadequacies and awkward moments,
it was these things that brought me closer
to others.
What I’ve begun to realize is that
remembering and forgetting can be a
conscious choice, but forgetting is much
easier. We’ve all had friends who moved
away. For some of us, that meant we lost
contact forever because we didn’t attempt
to retain our friendships. Long distance
relationships exist because people send care
packages filled with presents that are handpicked, stay up until midnight to talk to their
significant other halfway across the globe,
and organize visits or meetings to see each
other in person. Like anything else, it takes
hard work to maintain relationships from
a distance, especially when you are caught
up in waves of confusion and upheaval
during first semester. College is too bright,
too brand-spanking new, and too timeconsuming for you to be concerned with
anything else. But perhaps it is during this
time of self-discovery that we should cling
to the people who know us the best, despite
how far away they may be from us physically.
And perhaps this act of attempting to cling to

A Snap Back Against Snapchat
By ADITI KALLA, freshman
SNAPCHAT NEEDS no introduction. The
app can be found on the smartphones of
most students at JP Stevens. Snapchat has
introduced an ingenious concept to the
world of social media: photos and messages
that only last a couple of seconds, and then
“vanish for good.” Though the app does
provide a creative way to share photos and
chat with friends, Snapchat is no white
knight. The app’s misuse has been proven to
negatively influence its teen users on multiple
occassions, distracting them from important
tasks like studying and driving, while also
allowing them to send crude messages to
others. Many of these issues can be fixed
easily by Snapchat, but the company has yet
to make changes.
Snapchat, like all social media platforms,
is a distraction. It serves as not only a
distraction for students who should be
studying, but also a distraction on the road.
Snapchat’s influence on teens has proven
to be extremely destructive, even lethal
in certain situations. The infamous Speed
Filter, which allows users to display the
speed they are driving at, has been labeled
as one of the root causes of car accidents.
Christal McGee, an 18-year-old, crashed
her car into another vehicle on the highway
while driving at a speed of 107 mph. Her
reason for driving at twice the speed limit: to
post a picture of herself moving at 100 mph,
which has become a popular trend recently.
The driver of the other vehicle spent several
weeks in a coma and now suffers from
permanent brain damage. Whether it intends
to or not, Snapchat is obliquely encouraging
its users to “snap and drive.” In response
to the accident, Snapchat added a warning
message that reads “Please, DO NOT snap
and drive” to help curb the use of the Speed

Filter on the road. Now, let us be realistic;
the majority of teens will disregard the
message altogether. To make matters even
worse, the message only appears on the
filter once before disappearing forever (it
seems that Snapchat is very attached to
brief messages). One small warning will
not convince teens of the dangers
of “snapping” while driving.
Snapchat needs to understand
that entirely removing the
Speed Filter from the app
is the only way to prevent
these car crashes from
occurring. We can no longer
turn a blind eye to the
mounting evidence
of
Snapchat’s
detrimental influence
on teenage users.
Snapchat
has
easily become a
new medium for
teen harassment
because
its
users fail to
realize that their

hijab when another student took a video
of her and posted it on Snapchat, with the
caption “Isis” and a heart-eye emoji. The
video became public after another student’s
screenshot was circulated around the school
and posted on social media, where it went
viral almost immediately. The owner of
the original video, who expected it
to be viewed by a few friends
and then disappear forever,
consequently received much
backlash and was chastised
by people all over the
internet. Such users often
forget the loopholes others
can use in order
to save pictures:
screenshotting,
using app-hacks like
Sneakaboo, or simply
taking a picture of
the Snapchat
with a different
device.
All of

photos and chats are by no means private
or erased once they are viewed. Many
irresponsible teenagers use Snapchat to
bully their peers through pictures and
chat messages without the slightest bit of
hesitation, believing that the evidence will
soon vanish and that they will never have to
face the consequences. A student at Colonia
High School in New Jersey was recently
victimized by bullying on Snapchat: Saira
Ali was in her school’s cafeteria wearing a

these methods can
turn a once private picture into
something for the entire world to see.
Instead of solely offering a simple
“reporting” feature to counter harassment,
Snapchat needs to take more drastic steps
to ensure that its users understand that
their pictures and chats can be publicized
anytime. By issuing public statements,
educating its users directly through the
app, and imposing harsher repercussions

a far-off relationship in the most confusing
moments of your life is an act that defines
true friendship. If you have a friend simply
because he or she lives next door, it’s much
less intentional than maintaining friends that
you don’t see on a daily basis.
As I make my awkward introductions on
my college’s Class of 2020 page, I worry
about the future. From rapidly friending
unknown students who are attending the
same college to attempting to converse
online with these strangers, I have done my
best to form friendships through an online
presence. However, all the intricacies of
my personality that my friends know can’t
be put in a short summary of my personal
preferences; I feel lost among the jumble of
eager but uncertain accepted applicants. We
are all desperate to form new ties, however
weak they might be, in order to navigate
around our new home.
I have no doubt that some of these
new ties will fray and that some of them
may harden into something durable and
dependable during my four-year stay. I have
no doubt that upon reaching college, I will
make at least one friend, if not several, and
that I will enjoy the newfound freedom and
opportunity. Although I might be terrified
of having my best friend 980 miles away, I
have resolved to put my fears of forgetting
behind me and work towards remembering.
Remember to remember; take the
apprehension you may have towards college
and use it as a constant reminder to hold
onto your high school comrades. Take that
same apprehension and use it as motivation
to make new friends to journey through
college together. Both require constant
determination and attention, but both are
feasible if one truly wants to. The adventure
will be daunting, but this is an adventure we
are all about to embark on.

for cyberbullying, Snapchat can instill
in its users a stronger awareness of
how the app can be used appropriately.
Teenagers are notorious for their rash
judgement and impulsive behavior.
Unfortunately, Snapchat is currently
fostering such tendencies rather than curbing
them, even though adolescents are its main
demographic. However, by making a few
simple but impactful changes to its app, such
as removing the Speed Filter and enabling
users to report inappropriate pictures,
Snapchat could promote a safer platform
for communication. If the app remains as is,
more teens will only fall victim to Snapchat’s
overlooked shortcomings.
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SENATOR BERNIE SANDERS has won over large swathes of voters during this presidential election cycle by focusing on the issues of inequality, especially with college
tuition. His free college plan states in six steps that the government will subsidize public college and give students low-interest loans in order to ease the financial burden
that college may place on them. He hopes to address the American education system at large and see greater productivity in the American workforce, as well as reintegrate
certain demographics and impoverished populations into society. Some believe that Sanders’ plan will be able to fulfill its goals and improve the general state of the American economy, while others feel that the plan is nothing more than wishful thinking.

A Plan Full of Mirages
By ANDREW SHEN, political columnist
RUNNING ON A PROGRESSIVE platform,
Bernie Sanders focuses his campaign on
many plans that aim to improve the general
welfare of our nation. There is no doubt that
Sanders shows his altruistic side by trying to
improve the lives and financial situations
of young adults, but every plan must be
grounded into reality in order to work. The
idea of free college may appeal to millions of
disillusioned adolescents like us, but Sanders’
plan for free public college is unrealistic and
impossible, because it will likely see funding
problems and major political opposition if
implemented.
Sanders, a major proponent of reducing
income inequality, weaves that intention
into his free college plan by stating that
the $75 billion cost can be paid for by Wall
Street speculation taxes. This notion, while
seemingly rational at first glance, holds
many flaws. Sanders and other economists
who endorse this plan look toward other
countries, like Britain and France, where
similar versions of the tax have been
successfully implemented, in order to prove
its feasibility. Sure, Sanders can propose a
speculation tax and cite previous examples,
but he does not necessarily have the means
to get it passed, especially since America’s
political system differs from those of other
nations. If special interests are as ingrained
in politics as Sanders believes, he may not
even get the tax through Congress because
congressional Wall Street backers will
voice opposition. Sanders would need to
either maneuver the tax through Congress,
which is unlikely, or tax us further, reducing
the effectiveness of his plan to improve
American livelihoods. Since most legislators
would not be fully supportive of the funding

behind this plan, the free public college
idea as it is right now is not viable. Without
the appropriate funding, any government
program is unrealistic. Sanders must think
of a backup or supplementary funding plan
in order to achieve the goal of free public
college.
While a potential way of solving the
funding issue would be to increase taxes, this
would only worsen our nation’s situation.
There is already enough
controversy on tax
rates
as
they

of money. If Wall Street is not going to
pay for free public college, then we are.
Of course free public education is a goal
we should all strive for, but not when the
burden falls on us, regular taxpayers, instead
of the rich Wall Street speculators whom
Sanders would like to target. Additionally,
there is no guarantee that free college will

are now, and Sanders would be seen as not
fulfilling his campaign promises to reduce
income inequality if he implemented such
a raise. Sanders’ stated goal regarding
the free public college plan is to improve
the productivity and competitiveness of
our workforce. Yet, what is the need for
greater efficiency if most of our gain will
go toward funding the very programs we
need? Seventy-five billion dollars is a lot

necessarily increase the productivity of our
workforce. NPR (National Public Radio)
observed that out of the many countries
Sanders cites as having free public college,
only Norway exceeds the United States in
educational attainment, while other nations
are either around current American levels or
even below the Organization for Economic
Cooperation and Development (OECD)
average. Although Sanders’ free college plan

An Ideal Come True
By HARI AMOOR, political columnist
THROUGHOUT THIS ongoing presidential
campaign, Senator Bernie Sanders has
gained the support of many Americans,
especially minority groups and younger
voters. The central foundations of his
campaign include his idea to refinance
higher education for young people in
America. The plan, which aims to eliminate
undergraduate tuition at public colleges
and universities, has been thoroughly
considered by economists, statisticians, and
Sanders himself. The true effectiveness of
this plan can only be determined once it is
implemented, but the details of the plan
are compelling: it will significantly reduce
the inability of America’s youth to obtain
a degree and therefore raise the education
of the workforce, all without causing any
national financial problems.
Before trying to form a conclusion on
feasibility, however, we must realize the
necessity of this plan. According to the
United States Census Bureau, only 32.5%
of Americans 25 years and older have a
bachelor’s degree and have the potential to
earn at least $51,000 per year, the amount
that US News and World Report estimates
people holding Bachelor’s Degrees will
make on average. It is quite apparent that
people need this education because even
entry-level jobs in the private sector require
some sort of degree. Unfortunately, many
people in the US are either unable or
unwilling to invest the exorbitant sums of
money that many colleges require, and this is

where Senator Sanders’ plan comes into play.
By making colleges uniformly free, Sanders
ensures that people are able to achieve their
educational and professional potential.
Opposition to Senator Sanders’ comes
from those who argue that private colleges
will experience setbacks if their public
counterparts are made free. However,
such a plan may have not only minimal
repercussions but also exceptional benefits
when regarding private colleges. Private
colleges, as the name suggests, are governed
by private interests; these private interests
would have the power to use equity in
the university the same way they would in
a private sector company, including on
themselves. In effect, the parents might not
be contributing to the welfare of the college
through the cost of tuition, but rather, to the
wallet of a shareholder. Public universities,
the target of the funding through Sanders’
plan, are not owned by private interests and
are not subject to this flaw. By increasing
the power of public universities over
private ones, Sanders would successfully
diminish the power of private interests and
ensure that the students’ money is being
put to good use. Additionally, the price of
private colleges would drop in response to
free alternatives, and these private interests
would be forced to better manage their
profits. Therefore, despite purported claims
that Sanders’ plan would be detrimental to
private universities, it can work to better the
private college system, by eliminating college
tuitions that are priced like luxuries.
Now that we have considered the necessity

of the free college plan, we must prove that
this plan is in fact feasible. Sanders estimates
the cost of his plan to be $75 billion annually
and states that two-thirds of that will come
from a tax on Wall Street corporations and
employees. Contrary to popular belief and
major opposition, Sanders doesn’t expect
Wall Street to generate the complete $75
billion per year in tax revenue to fund the
plan on its own. The tax would, in reality,
only be a small tax on speculative financial
derivatives and such. In fact, Sanders plans
to cover the remaining one-third through
state funding. Although it is possible that
states will be reluctant to fund this plan, the
same was said when they were asked to fund
the expansion of Medicaid in June 2015. In
addition, states refusing to pitch in for the
plan would not receive the tuition funds and
subsequently see students flocking to other
states that do endorse Sanders’ plan. When
the state funds this plan, it would most likely
do so through a progressive tax, which does
not place a financial burden on the nonwealthy commoners the plan intends to
help. As Sanders himself elucidated, “When
Wall Street’s illegal behavior destroyed our
economy, the middle class bailed them out.
It is now time for them to help the middle
class.”
Sanders has made it very apparent,
through numerous press conferences,
speeches, and open-question forums, that
the College for All Act he would propose
if elected to office would definitely change
America for the better. The act would make
public college, something that is necessary

may be rooted in good intentions, it is not
necessarily backed by sound data and may
end up backfiring. Another problem which
is often overlooked in Bernie Sanders’ plan
is its potentially negative effect on private
colleges. If the free cost of public college
is a much more attractive option, private
universities will confront many challenges.
Private universities are not only limited
to the Ivy League institutions, which will
always be attractive because of their brand
names, but also refer to the smaller schools
that depend on students attending their
institutions. These universities would have
to greatly reduce tuition in order to attract
students, which may not be possible because
these universities need funding as well,
particularly those without large endowments.
Additional government intervention in
higher education, while potentially offering
benefits, may not necessarily be successful.
Private universities have their own merits
and should not be collateral damage for
Sanders’ plan.
It is obvious that Sanders’ plan holds some
merit, especially as it is being translated into
greater support from millennials during the
current election cycle. However, in order to
be politically aware citizens, we must be able
to differentiate the realistic parts of his
college plan from what will most likely not
be able to get accomplished. The low-interest
loans aimed to reduce student debts are
perfectly reasonable, but we must consider
the fact that the Wall Street speculation tax
might not work, let alone get passed. We may
end up burdening ourselves during this risky
endeavor, not to mention potentially hurting
the interests of
private colleges.
Unfortunately, Sanders’ college plan will not
be the the panacea to all of our college
problems.				
			

for any aspiring professional in a rapidly
modernizing workforce, free for all who
would wish to attend it by holding the
highly volatile and self-serving Wall Street
accountable for its responsibilities to the
country. Sanders’ college plan is something
that is vital for America as a whole.
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They are your students, classmates, and friends. But even after four
years, how much do you really know about the Class of 2016? Hawkeye
asked seniors to chronicle their fears and secrets anonymously on index
cards. Here are the results.
Note: Secrets may have been edited for the sake of printing quality. To
comment on and view more secrets, visit jpshawkeye.com.
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School of Cards
By BRILLIAN BAO, Co-Editor-in-Chief

HAWKEYE

THERE’S SOMETHING UNIVERSAL about a
deck of playing cards: a single deck of cards
has an infinite number of games at hand
and an infinite number of matches to be
played. On the surface, a stack of 52 cards
and a period of 42 minutes produce nervous
palpitations, sweaty palms, and broken
fingernails. Temporarily distracted from
classes, exams, and other obligations, we let

our emotions run high and battle each other
for the largest stack of cards in Egyptian
Ratscrew.
The beauty of these games is that they
allow us to momentarily lose ourselves in
life’s peripheries. Preoccupied with sorting
our cards in ascending order, we forget our
surroundings in these little moments waiting
to be forgotten themselves.
When you play a game of cards, take
nothing for granted. After all, this is “war”—
strategies rarely ever go according to plan,
and answers are most definitely not found in
your APUSH textbook.
In a game of cards, we form and break
alliances with ease. We slap jacks and
“bomb” twos, unflinching and unapologetic.
We trade code signals and furtive glances,
trying to communicate telepathically with
our partners. Remember, if Charlestown
could see Paul Revere’s two lanterns alerting
the movement of the British, your partner
can most definitely catch your signals and
win this game of Kemps.
In a game of cards, we fight each other
for plastic spoons and expo markers, or
whatever else happens to be in the classroom.
With the last spot in the game on the line,
there is no room for chivalry when it comes
to grabbing that last spoon on the ground.

This is a game of survival of the quickest,
and Darwin’s finches surely didn’t survive on
the Galapagos Islands by being the slowest
when it came to lunch. Sometimes, it’s every
finch for himself.
In a game of cards, we watch each other
with close suspicion. Everyone is bluffing
and everyone is plotting to win. We call each
other out on our bluffs and laugh when we
get away with them. The most innocent
person of the group turns out to be the best
liar, and the most quiet person, the most
deadly when it comes to a round of Mafia or
the Resistance.
In a game of cards, we try our best to
distract each other. We construct false signals,
make funny faces, and wink pointlessly. We
make plans for post-prom weekend, relate
our summer adventures, and share our plans
for our upcoming freshman year. We talk
about last night’s episode of The 100, debate
the merits of each presidential candidate,
and belt out renditions of Mariah Carey’s
“All I Want For Christmas Is You,” all while
praying no one catches on to the one “ace”
we just put down.
In a game of cards, we grudgingly pick up
cards when we forget to call “uno.”
In a game of cards, we forget our
differences. It doesn’t matter whether you

can graph conic sections or recite all 27
amendments to the U.S. Constitution. It
doesn’t matter if you’re playing with friends,
enemies, or complete strangers, because
friendship doesn’t exist when you play
spit. It doesn’t matter who is more athletic
or more intelligent or more unique than
everyone else—all that matters is that you
slap doubles quickly.
But after we’re done playing our game
of cards, we’ll forget all of this. We’ll laugh
at our mistakes and smile at our losses,
knowing there are more games to come and
more chances at redemption. We forget the
short-lived competition and the rivalries, the
tension and the euphoria, the victories and
the losses. We return back to our normalcies,
back to school, back to class, and back to
our lives.
So Class of 2016, let’s lose ourselves in the
peripheries. Take breaks from the constant
monologue inside your head and deliver a
dialogue, but a Mean Girls rendition. Blast
cheesy teenage pop ballads against rich,
velvety classical chords, then layer your own
mixtape on top. Sing in the shower, dance
like no one’s watching, and claw your way to
victory in a game of cards. Moments are like
a game of 52 pickup—don’t forget to seize
them all.

minutes, how to catch up to three nights’
worth of homework during study hall, how
to nap while walking through the hallways
during passing. As prom and field trips and
yearbook signings pass by and as graduation
draws near, I find myself finally at the end
of this grueling, four-year-long hike. But
all that is on my mind is what comes next:
Which classes am I taking in the fall? Should
I change my major? Am I supposed to
prepare for law school now? Where do I go
from here?
I imagine myself standing absolutely
motionless, confounded not by the beauty
of the view, of the open blue sky above
or the sweeping valleys below, but by petty
distractions. I imagine myself consumed
by a flurry of reminders and schedules, the
same ones that so occupied my thoughts
in high school. I imagine myself, even now,
deeming the scene breathtaking for one
whole minute before moving on and settling
on which trail to take back down, deciding
what to eat for dinner, assessing whether or
not I’ve adequately caught up on my math
homework, wondering if I had any articles
left to edit before the next layouts meeting.
 I then imagine myself charging down the
mountainside, only to scale another, and

another, and another, driven partly by my
East Coast brand of restlessness and partly
by proxy of it being just what I’ve been
hardwired to do whenever I reach the end
of a journey—begin the next one.
I’ve spent my entire teenage life bracing
for the end of this trail, sprinting to retrieve
the shiny rewards waiting at the peak: a
driver’s license, a college acceptance letter, a
high school diploma. But these are ultimately
just souvenirs. As I clawed my way up, I’ve
chipped away at best friendships and family
relationships, strained my physical and
mental health, forgotten about the world off
the mountain. There is certainly dirt under
my fingernails, and it’s likely that no amount
of water will ever wash it away.
Hikes leave sunburnt skin, sore ankles, and
sweaty palms. But I think that is what they
are supposed to do. They try us, challenge
us, break us so we can heal, ideally better
than before. Fortunately, a strong, quality
set of safety gear and hiking equipment
can break our falls, limit the severity of
our injuries; they are our friends, teachers,
guidance counselors, and, yes, our parents;
they are at our disposal and, unlike actual
hiking equipment, at no cost to us at all. As
127 Hours teaches us, never hike alone.

In the meantime, this is what I think you
do when you get to the top: be there. Take in
what you can while you can, before the sun
sets, before you have to hike again.
Class of 2016, this is where we are: we’ve
scaled one remarkable mountain and we’re
standing at the peak. We are here, breathing,
listening, feeling. Tomorrow, we’ll have new
mountains to scale and new trails to explore,
but, for now, we are here.

A View from the Peak
By VAYNE ONG, Co-Editor-in-Chief
I HAVE ALWAYS LIKED the idea of

hiking—backpacking up a mountain with an
ancient name, sipping from my $40 stainless
steel, vacuum-insulated water bottle and
wearing hiking boots for an actual, nonfashion-related reason. Bear in mind that
what I know about hiking is solely from the
first 20 minutes of 127 Hours, right before
James Franco’s character’s arm gets stuck
between the rocks, but, from what I’ve seen,
it is intense uphill walking, man vs. nature, a
test of physical and mental endurance rather
than of agility or in-the-moment strategy.
Never having been known for my catlike
reflexes or game-changing athleticism, I
could especially understand its appeal.
What I have never been able to wrap my
head around, however, was what happens
after reaching the top, after hustling and
bustling for stretches and stretches of
land, crossing rivers, scaling rocks, fighting
exhaustion. “I am here,” I imagine myself
saying. “Where do I go now?”
Attending JP was the closest I’ve ever
come to hiking. Through this test of
physical and mental endurance, I learned
how to shovel down lunch in less than ten
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What is your most
cherished memory at JP?
MacBook Distribution Day 2016.
— Salma Kochay
All of senior year because everyday was
a new experience. — Vedant Gandhi
Dancing in front of the student body at
Mr. JPS. — Sai Ganagoni
Drinking hot chocolate and watching
the homecoming football game
sophomore year. I think we scored
some touchdowns that year.
— Nina Carlsen
When a kid in homeroom waved the
American flag and we pledged to him.
— Pooja Shah
Dancing with my best friends at school
events. — Evan Wong
Playing the Propaganda Game in Mr.
Martinak’s class. — Nikita Patil
Placing fourth in the state for the
800m. — Aaron John
Aaron’s sweater. — Paul Stanik
Beating St. Joe’s for the first time in
volleyball school history.
— Kyle Mackiewicz
When Mr. A shaved his head.
— Veronica Beltram
Becoming friends with people from
different backgrounds and different
walks of life. — Marina Dangervil
Hallway jamming with the guitar crew
during JP Day! — Chirag Gurukiran
Mr. Brizan wearing a fake beard to
look like Santa and giving each of his
students a greeting card before the
Christmas holidays. — Taniya Arora
Practicing sumo wrestling moves,
rehearsing an authentic Russian accent,
and acting as a pregnant teen mom for
Mr. Allen’s APUSH projects.
— Victoria Chandra
When the sirens of my 1997 Acura
went off for a good 20 minutes in the
Senior Lot. — Shreya Keshive
Winning State Jazz Finals on our own
stage, in front of all of my friends and
family. — Shravan Hariharan
That one time my teacher actually gave
my class food because I said, “I’m
hungry.” — Alice Liu
Pre-actor warm ups for our very last
musical (Urinetown) and every moment
of being a member of the JP Stevens
Theatre Co. — Sameera Shawkat
Spending every day after school up by
the FCCLA office with my two best
friends that graduated. — Michelle Qu
Walking home with my friends. Around
sophomore year, I started doing this
and the conversations we had and the
laughs we shared were priceless.
— Puja Patel
Junior Cotillion. — Daniel Li
I think that my most cherished memory
at JP would have to be getting the
opportunity to score my 100th lacrosse
goal and holding the school record for
goals scored in a career.
— Molly Yelencsics
Dressing up as a “nightstand” for
Halloween and being praised for
wearing a lampshade on my head.
— Nabiha Malik
Finding out that we won the Vans
design contest for our region and going
to L.A.! — Alexandra Maris

Befriending Mike the security guard.
— Brillian Bao
When I wore Superman slippers to
school. — Katelyn Pan
Raising hundreds of dollars for a
refugee family. — Mohana Biswas
Making an Ironman costume with my
OM team out of foam mats.
— Akash Adani
When I messed up my Poetry Out
Loud poem but people tried to make
me feel better about it anyway.
— Joanna Linn
Ironing wrinkled Hawkeye T-shirts in the
Hawkeye hallway display with the side of
a Gertrude Hawk chocolate box from a
Hawkeye fundraiser. — Vayne Ong
Winning GMCs my junior year, I will
honestly never forget that moment.
— Samantha Anderson
Walking to the library every day after
school during freshman year and it
being the most lit place. — Christina Tan
Playing in Patriots stadium my junior
and senior year for baseball and
becoming closer to the guys I already
call family. — Matthew Elko
Making hundreds of bowls for Empty
Bowls and gaining crackly, dry hands in
the process. — Jessica Xu
Art class laughs. — Ethan Chang
When someone pulled the fire alarm
at our BRIDGES Christmas Party for
Children in Autism and we ended up
singing Christmas carols in the cold to
the round of the oncoming fire trucks.
— Joanna Linn
Playing my last football game on
Thanksgiving. Although we lost, I’m
glad that I was able to end it with the
people I’ve come to call my second
family. — Matthew Fredericks
Securing spicy chicken from the snack
line. — Samika Parab
Taking the PARCC.
— Alexander Bogdanowicz
Being Bob Ewell in the theatre
company’s production of To Kill a
Mockingbird. — Corey Jason
Watching 3 Idiots in AP Chemistry.
— Gloria Feng
Watching the Science Department get
dressed up for Spirit Days.
— Bhavini Patel
So many it’s hard to say. — Kuber Sood
Helping my teammates win a track relay
race. — Katarzyna (Kaisa) Kumor
Making Mrs. Pittenger mad by messing
up the chem room a day before Chem
Olympics. It’s funny because she never
gets mad. Ever. — Taniya Arora
About two hours into my first day at
JP, when I realized that I wasn’t the
only one that had no idea what was
happening. — Dennis Aldea
All of it. — Swathi Srinivasan
AP Chemistry labs and fun activities
with awesome teachers like Mrs.
Lumsden and Mrs. Pittenger.
— Trisha Dusari
Definitely 6:30 a.m. BOTC practices in
the last quarter of senior year.
— Jenny Huang
Becoming captain of the girl’s soccer
team. — Sarah Elshafei

What is your biggest
regret at JP?
My GPA. — Aneesh Deshpande
Getting my hopes up with Snow Day
Calculator. — Tanya Bhardwaj
Wasting so much money on Gertrude
Hawk. — Christina Tan
Didn’t learn how to fly. — Alpha Lu
Never finding out what that mysterious
gated-off staircase in the B-Wing leads
to. — Monica Beispiel
Sleeping in class. — Rashiek Harvard
Never getting my Breakfast Club
moment in high school because most
of the people in detention are there for
lates. — Vayne Ong
No regrets. To regret something means
you’re holding onto the past. Let go and
move on to better things.
— Nabiha Malik

Not pursuing my interests earlier on.
— Prachi Deshpande
No regrets. — Ahmed Golson
Not forging more friendships.
— Neel Sathi
I still haven’t figured out how to adult.
— Alice Liu
Not being more open and willing to
show my true crazy silly self.
— Prachi Deshpande
Worrying too much about what others
thought of me. — Swapnil Kurale
Not finding an unlocked bathroom.
— Sung-Chen Tsai
Not standing up for myself enough.
— Julia Duddy
Not buying more Baked Hot Cheetos.
— Grace Kau

What is one thing
students or seniors
should do before they
graduate JP?
Party. — Aakash Patel
Dance in the middle of the hallway
when they play music in the morning.
— Veronica Beltran
Go to another country and actually
practice the language you’re learning in
class. — Alexandra Maris
Visit the swimming pool on the third
floor. They renovated it this year; it’s
much nicer now.
— Zoeb Mohammedshah
Do your best model strut down the
hallway and smile at people while you
walk. — Mckenzie Alvarez
Take time to read through the Hall of
Honor, it’s amazing how far some JPS
alumni have gone. — Shravan Hariharan
Get Saturday detention. — Kevin Zhao
Read one Shakespeare book assigned in
English class without using SparkNotes.
— Nili Patel
Experience the results of following
your own passions. — Jon Rosado
Make friends with underclassmen.
You’ll be surprised by how fun they are.
— Evan Wong
Take a B-Wing selfie! — Shreya Sethi
Have a road trip with your friends out
of New Jersey. — Vedant Gandhi
Go to JPS Got Talent.
— Chithra Subramonian
Try every flavor of Gertrude Hawk.
— Jessica Ho
Make Netflix a priority.
— Tanya Bhardwaj
Visit a foreign country. — Kapil Jain
Thank the teachers who have sacrificed
hours of their lives to benefit ours.
— Samantha Johnson
Attend every event that has free food.
— Anna Atkuru
Find out everything! — David Chung

Use up all of your remaining absences.
— Ayilah Chaudhary
Get your license (like seriously).
— Shaili Majmundar
Change a fellow student’s life through
kindness and understanding. — Jere Xu
Eat a banana in the same class at the
same time for multiple days and see
how long it takes for you to be caught.
— Breana Tan
Dance on the cafeteria tables when no
one is looking. — Puja Patel
Try your best to befriend Ms.
Pawlikowski. — Gabriela Abarquez
Go on a spontaneous adventure one
night. — Stephanie Zhang
Try to work with the Project Pieces kids
in gym, if possible. — Macauley Pinto
Apply for the Hawkeye. — Brillian Bao
Find a second family in some of your
classes or activities. — Ethan Chang
Experience everything JP has to offer
so you know that you never missed out
on anything. — Matthew Fredericks
Throw a fiesta and take a siesta.
— Nabiha Malik
Wait until nightfall and watch the
gnomes on the roof come to life.
— Monica Beispiel
Fail, somehow, miserably—and then
pick yourself up and try again.
— Vayne Ong
Get a complete 8 hours of sleep before
coming to school. — Aaron John
Take the PARCC.
— Alexander Bogdanowicz
Attend the last football game.
— Steven Sehgal
Give a helping hand to someone you’ve
never spoken to before.
— Michelle Qiou
Party. — Mateik Nembhard

What advice do you have Where will you be twenty
for underclassmen?
years from now?
Discover your inner insanity.
— Ephany Wang
Join a club and stick with it until the
end. — Nikita Bendre
Have at least one thing that you do for
yourself, not for grades or a résumé,
even if it’s as simple as reading a new
book each week. — Prachi Sinha
Always do the reading for English class!
I speak from experience!
— Arjun Gourishetty
Remember that your happiness is
important too. — Tuvana Isildar
Work hard for 3.5 years and the last .5
year will all be worth it. — Jessica Ho
Do all your work on time and listen to
morning announcements.
— Akshar Patel
Do not give up on yourself. You must
be your biggest fan and your biggest
supporter. — Camron Deodath
Enjoy life. — Sarah Jawad
Get your license kids, unless you want
your mom driving you everywhere.
— Nikita Patil

Do something you’re good at. Make
friends that will encourage you to be
your best. The only person you should
compare yourself to is who you were
yesterday. — Anmol Eswarapu
Don’t hesitate to go out of your
comfort zone and try something new.
You may end up loving that activity or
club, simply because you took a chance.
— Zoeb Mohammedshah
Live your (school) life to the fullest.
— Charitha Aineri
Worry less. — Breana Tan
Don’t cut the lunch line, it makes it
longer. — Andrew Wu
Have a good sense of humor and don’t
be offended. — Parth Patel
You have abilities that other people
wish they had—use them.
— Chirag Gurukiran
Don’t do dumb things, but don’t follow
the rules, either. — Dhwani Saraiya
Find something you really love doing
and be relentless about it.
— Eric Duong

You Know You Went to
JP When...
…music blasts through the New Gym
speakers while you’re trying to start the
AP exam. — Nikhita Nambiar
…students compete to get a library
pass for study hall. — Heli Patel
…seniors get more excited for PARCC
week than for prom. — Shweta Iyer
…the sound of doorbells triggers the
haunting memory of Mr. P showing up
at your house for OM runoffs.
— Vayne Ong
…you participate in spirit days only
because the outfit actually looks good.
— Eric Duong
…everyone randomly starts clapping at
lunch. — Bhavini Patel
…you spend more time in the school
than out of it. — Maria Galochkin
…you were forced to use that flimsy,
yellow paper by teachers at least once.
— Nia Patel
…wearing a hat becomes an act of
open rebellion. — Kayla Smith
…you get flashbacks whenever
someone says, “Algebra 2.”
— Varun Taruvai
…there’s a dress code for prom.
— Julia Duddy
…ditching a pep rally is the most
rebellious thing you’ve done.
— Heli Patel
…underclassmen are wearing college
apparel on Decision Day.
— Tanya Bhardwaj
…senior cut day must be approved by
the school. — Katarzyna (Kasia) Kumor
…you take days off from school so you
can do better in school. — Ephany Wang
…the security for the junior and senior
lots was tighter than the President’s
security detail. — Prachi Sinha

…there’s more school spirit for the
lunch lady’s birthday every year than for
the Homecoming game. #Evelyn.
— Stephanie Zhang
…Adidas track pants become the most
worn pants in the whole school.
— Prachi Deshpande
…the school day was longer than the
amount of sleep you got for the week.
— James Lee
…there were ducks walking in the
hallway…
…and they followed more of the
hallway rules than the students did.
— Kapil Jain
…“bring 3 number-2 pencils” is
interpreted as “bring 30.”
— Shivani Gokhale
…you still cringe when a calculator hits
the floor. — Joanna Linn
…you take AP Euro solely for Mr. P.
— Jenny Huang
…the number of conservatives in
school increased ten-fold when Trump
headquarters began giving away free
T-shirts. — Brillian Bao
…you wear jeans under your
sweatpants in gym. — Shivani Raizada
…extended homeroom is announced
after you’ve had a heart attack trying to
get to homeroom. — Taniyah Carter
…JP traffic was the realest struggle.
— Shaili Majmundar
…you get in trouble for selling
chocolate. — Aaron Kau
…there is a column in the school
newspaper dedicated to things that
supposedly happen only at JP.
— Sunny Ughareja

Here. — Alpha Lu
Part of an NGO tasked with
bringing usable, working, clean and
unadulterated Wi-Fi to the connectionless children in high schools all across
America. — Alexander Bogdanowicz
Hopefully on Mars, but the Moon will
do I suppose. — Shravan Hariharan
In a hospital? As a doctor, I mean.
— Gloria Feng
In college debt. — Matthew Seto
Hopefully 4 inches taller.
— Veronica Beltran
Surrounded by a room full of the
fluffiest puppies. — Gabriela Abarquez
Ask me in 20 years. — Swathi Srinivasan
Living in New York City with my
best friends: Joey, Chandler, Monica,
Phoebe, Ross, and Rachel.
— Nikita Patil
Definitely living in a different country.
— Jill Patel
Sipping orange juice from a wine glass
at the White House Correspondents’
Dinner. — Vayne Ong
A billionaire. — Paul Stanik
In my pajamas, watching Netflix and
thinking about where I will be in 20
years. — Zoeb Mohammedshah
On the Santa Monica Pier, watching as
the sunlight dances on the waves.
— Jahnavi Vyas
Chilling in a cabin in the woods.
— Breana Tan
Owning my own successful law firm.
— Marlina Dangervil
Cracking the spicy chicken secret
recipe.
— Hannah Xue
A trauma nurse in the Air Force.
— Mellisa Lemard
Working at my ice cream shop in San
Francisco. — Dhwani Saraiya
Still trying to come up with a more
creative response to this question.
— Grace Kau
If everything goes according to plan, I
should be Mrs. Timberlake.
— Aarohi Apte
Selling chocolate in NY for $1.
— Evan Wong
Hopefully not homeless. — Jelisa Tan
Probably homeless. — Sohom Sen
Kicking back with a bowl of popcorn
and the 32nd season of The Bachelorette.
— Brillian Bao

Back at JP to see if anything has
changed. — Arun Gayam
Tackling some challenging problem.
— Alan Huang
Hopefully traveling the world and
accomplishing all of my dreams.
— Kavya Kantha
Going on mission trips, as a registered
nurse, around the world helping those
in need. — Michelle Qu
I don’t even know where I’ll be 20
days from now! The present is all that
matters. — Jere Xu
I’m going to be a high roller money
maker with inventions that will change
the way we go about everyday jobs.
— Parag Sheth
Chilling in my pool, looking out at the
beauty of California and finally relaxing
knowing I made it. — Prachi Deshpande
Thinking about my answer to this
question 20 years ago. — Rutuja Patil
Hopefully a Physician’s Assistant
making six figures. — Adal Rasool
In the NFL. — Mateik Nembhard
A dentist and married. — Purva Patel
I don’t even know where I’ll be 20
minutes from now, to be honest.
— Tanya Bhardwaj
Working at the Edison Fire
Department. — Anthony Walsh
Happy with the decisions I made.
— Mckenzie Alvarez
Finally getting all the sleep I missed out
on during high school/college.
— Stephanie Zhu
Doing research in my super-deluxesecret-underground lab. — Prachi Sinha
Sitting in the Oval Office. — Rohit Iyer
Playing professional volleyball.
— Kyle Mackiewicz
Wherever life takes me! — Nili Patel
Chilling with Lin Manuel Miranda in my
NYC loft while people can’t get tickets
to my musical on Broadway.
— Zenobia Tamboly

Life is Like a Mountain, Hard to
Climb...
Academy of Art University
Timothy Chien

American River College
Jihaad Garrett

Amherst College
Eugene Kim

Arcadia University
Michelle Qu

Ateneo de Manilla
Computer Engineering
Davetivo Weaver

Barton College
Jamina Morris

Baruch College
Zicklin School of Business
Veronica Beltran

Berklee College of Music
Gabriela Abarquez
Berkeley College
Ciara Williams

Brown University

Duke University

Gloria Feng

Gouttham Chandrasekar

Trinity School of Arts and
Sciences

University of California
San Diego
Vineeth Alluri
Santa Barbara

Michelle Qiou

East Carolina University

Yevgen Bogutskyy

Kirtan Amin

Carnegie Mellon
College of Engineering

East Stroudsburg University

School of Computer Science

Jared Fraraccio

Brianna Biezewski

College of Health Sciences

Mahima Arya

Cheryl Chang
Echo Wang

Emerson College
Tuvana Isildar

Tepper School of Business
Sunny Ughareja

Case Western Reserve University
Himanshu Patel
Kathy Tong

The Citadel, Military College of
South Carolina
Paul Vargas

University of Delaware
Joseph Roman

Sai Ganagoni
Jelisa Tan

Delaware Valley University

Fashion Institute of Technology

Leonard Draughn
Rashiek Harvard
Mateik Nembhard

City College of San Francisco

Jacqueline Quan

Katelyn Pan

Georgia Institute of Technology

Bloomfield College

Shravan Hariharan
Shreya Keshive

Randy Rodriguez
Wendy Wang

Cornell University
Dyson School of Business

Carroll School of Management

Claire Pan

Lynch School of Education

Columbia University

Victoria Chandra
Michelle Hsieh

Boston University
Luisana Henriquez
Hannah Xue

6-Year Doctorate of Physical
Therapy Program
Akshat Mehta

College of Engineering
Amisha Gandhi

Questrom School of Business
Jana Tse

Brigham Young University-Idaho
Mckenzie Alvarez-Barnes

Amy Haase
Gabriella Kahriman
Petal Mohammed
Stephanie Zhang

Georgetown University
McDonough School of Business

Liam Azulay

Binghamton University

Boston College

Emory University

Shraman Sen
Stephanie Zhu

Cooper Union
Soham Patel

Dartmouth College
Himanshu Patel

College of Engineering
Drexel University

Chirag Gurukiran
Tina Lu

Aishwary Desai
Chand Patel
Farhan Patel
Kruti Patel
Gloria Paulose

Georgia State University

Angela Jiang

Hampton University

Samantha Johnson
Jill Patel

Harvard University

College of Health and Nursing
Profession
College of Arts and Sciences
Design and Merchandising
Program
Nabiha Malik

College of Computing
Shukan Shah

Hamza Ali

Tianna Bradford

Shivam Bhatt
Kevin Zhao

Hofstra University
Marisa Campione
Ananya Maganti

The College of New Jersey

Middlesex County College

University of Illinois at UrbanaChampaign
School of Engineering
Aakash Patel

College of Business
Yuhui Chen
Meera Trivedi

Indiana University
Aritro Chatterjee

Kelley School of Business
Tarush Aneja
Rudro Biswas
Kapil Jain
Kevin Lu
Kiran Rajan
Matthew Seto

School of Public and
Environmental Affairs
Neel Sathi

Ithaca College
Rebecca Diserio

Johns Hopkins University
Biomedical Engineering
Dennis Aldea

Kean University
Taniyah Carter
Paul Kim
Frank LoGiudice
Justin Quaglieri

STEM 5-Year Program
Nicholas Yuen

Trinitas Nursing School
Hiral Patel

King’s College, London
Riya Juneja

Shabrina Alam
Emma Badolato
Jenna Cerra
Jeff Coleman
Andrew Del Conte
David Cosgrove
Ahmed Golson
Hamza Hashim
Razeen Hossen
Jonathan Huang
Maitri Joshi
Priyanka Joshi
Corey Jason
Shelton Lewis Jr.
Veronica Liguori
Hayley Mack
Xavier Mohammed
Brandon Mueller
Noel Negron
Felix Nodarse
Aesha Patel
Akshar Patel
Dhruti Patel
Dhruvil Patel
Jeel Patel
Mihir Patel
Nishit Patel
Shivani Patel
Stuti Patel
Vinay Patel
Eesaa Reid
Paul Rose
Deep Shah
Sameera Shawkat
Parvinder Singh
Bret Sklar
Ada Vargas
Anthony Walsh
Jeffrey Wang
Kelsie Whiteford
Janell Williams
Jesse Wu

Misericordia University
Tanaya Badsa

Trisha Dusari
Gina Errico
Jacob Hausman
Vaishnavi Rao
Kerry Riess

7-Year Medical Program
Varun Taruvai

New York University
Kyle Quick
Parag Sheth

University of Pennsylvania
Zoeb Mohammedshah

College of Arts and Sciences
Akash Adani
Shivani Gokhale

University of Pittsburgh
Swathi Srinivasan

Princeton University
Brillian Bao
Jessica Ho
Vayne Ong

Purdue University
College of Engineering
College of Arts and Sciences
Chithra Subramonian
Jahnavi Vyas
Shanghai
Alexander Bogdanowicz

Stern School of Business

Rensselaer Polytechnic Institute

Prachi Deshpande
Shriya Khonde

Rice University

The New School
Parsons School of Design

Rider University

Tandon School of Engineering

Northeastern University
Scott Martineau
Angelica Pellone

Montclair State University

La Sierra University
Joseph Weku

LIM College New York
Sonam Singh

LIU Brooklyn
6-Year Pharm-D
Rohan Shah

Marymount Manhattan College
Yovanny Garcia

Marywood University
Molly Yelencsics

Massachusetts Institute of
Technology
Prachi Sinha

University of Michigan
Rohit Iyer

Rebecca Ha
Frankie Racioppi
Ling Wang

School of Business
Sahana Khandavilli

New Jersey City University
Brennan Rosas

New Jersey Institute of
Technology
Shravanthi Budhi
Matthew Fredericks
Pitika Jain
Salma Kochay
Soha Kolia
Wan-Yu Lin
Emily Joo Young Park
Kushal Patel
Astha Sharma

Newark College of Engineering
Jeremiah Ogunbunmi
Rutuja Patil

Ramapo College
Jen Merlis

Gunjan Jhaveri
Saket Kulkarni
Breana Tan
Samriddhi Uppaladadium
Vishal Walia
Chris Xie

Helen Kwak

Monmouth University

Dhruv Aggarwal
Harith Kolaganti

Monika Gurnani
Shweta Iyer
Katarzyna (Kasia) Kumor
Christina Tan

Northwestern University
Medill School of Journalism,
Media and Communication
Ayilah Chaudhary

Nova Southeastern University
Steven Wang

Ohio State University
Faith Oster

Pace University
Tiya Singh

Pennsylvania State University
Kyle Mackiewicz
Melody Oztan
Vraj Patel
Macauley Pinto
Kayla Smith
Shannon Wittich
Ibrahem Younas

Jefferson 7-year Medical Program
Heli Patel
Aditi Kale

Kirsten Pilla
Niteesh Thangaraj

University of Rhode Island
Sydney Brown

Aseem Utrankar

Kassyana Valbrun

Ringling College of Art and
Design
Jessica Xu

Rochester Institute of
Technology
Sohom Sen

Rowan University
Alexa Monticollo

Chemical Engineering
Mike Lionikis

Rutgers University
Jaideep Duggempudi
Michael Flores
Sarah Jawad
Syed Naqvi
Jignasha Patel
Paul Stanik
Romaisa Syed
School of Business
Zaina Khalid
Shekhar Kripolani
Nikita Patel
Pallavi Potpally
School of Engineering
Shannon Bhagat
Priya Desai
Shivum Mehta
Nithyasree Natarajan
Parth Patel

...but once you get to the top...
School of Arts and Sciences
Saara Afzal
Charitha Aineri
Arunkanth Gayam
Laxmi Varsha Karne
Elizabeth J. Lee
Sanjna Namasivayam
Avani Patel
Matthew Taganile
Rutgers - New Brunswick
Narayan Agrawal
Taniya Arora
Mohana Biswas
Krupa Choksi
Alex Corrigan
Daniel Defilippo
Aneesh Deshpande
Arul Duggimpudi
Raffique Dunbar
Naresh Edala
Maria Galochkin
Wyman Gao
Arun Gayam
Yash Gogri
Ishan Gune
Christie Hui
Daniel Jeon
Akash Kabra
Grace Lee
Samuel Marshall
Vidhi Parekh
Shaan Parikh
Ali Pasha
Akash Patel
Dhruvi Patel
Jessica Patel
Neil Patel
Purva Patel
Nikki Popat
Riya Prabhudesai
Umaiya Rajpar
Adal Rasool
Dhwani Saraiya
Brendan Seaman
Umang Sheth
Ernest Mario School of Pharmacy
Gargi Adenkar
Vijay Anand
Ingrid Chou
Arjun Gourishetty
Yixin Jiao
Alice Liu
Palna Mehta
Nili Patel
School of Arts and Sciences
Chelsea Atmaja
Saqib Aziz
Nikita Bendre
David Chung
Grace Chung
Ryan Chung
Alyssa Desai
Taylor Dua
Lucas Dunatov
Julia Duddy
Anmol Eswarapu
Vedant Gandhi
Anjani Gupta
Alan Huang
Jenny Huang
Shireen Kasim
Aaron Kau
Alekhya Kunaparaju
Kevin La
Esha Lalla
Charlton Lam
Eunice Lee

James Lee
Teresa Liu
Matthew Lou
Shaili Majmundar
Alexandra Maris
Nikhita Nambiar
Tenzin Nyidon
Anuj Patel
Puja Patel
Tulsee Patel
Tulsi Patel
Zeel Patel
Sundeep Prasad
Shivani Raizada
Sara Reed
Shreya Sethi
Pooja Shah
Smit Shah
Srilekha Sikhinam
Anish Soni
Jessica Sun
Yasasvi Talagadadeevi
Andrew Wu
School of Business
Aarohi Apte
Anna Atkuru
Tanya Bhardwaj
Robert Catinello
Ethan Chang
Jiteswara Gandluru
Pranay Gupta
Ketaki Joshi
Grace Kau
Daniel Li
Spoorthi Marti
Ria Padlakar
Akaash Parimeru
Kintan Patel
Neel Patel
Tulsi Patel
Nikita Patil
Vidhan Shah
Samil Tabani
Zenobia Tamboly
Tejaswi Tella
Milan Thacker
Jack Wu
Jere Xu
Jerry Yang
School of Engineering
Wesley Cheung
Michael Fang
Tripti Gulati
Nitya Iyer
Kavya Kanthan
Swapnil Kurale
Avi Patel
Pallab Paul
Steven Sehgal
Kevin Wu
School of Environmental and
Biological Sciences
Mika Adachi
Sarah Farhan
Bhavini Patel
School of Nursing
Samantha Anderson
Rutgers - Newark
Aysha Ahmed
Waqas Asad
Nick Jew
Michael Katims
Arqum Masood
Sri Reshmi Ogoti
Karan Patel
Kuber Sood
Timothy Tucker

School of Arts and Sciences
Hafsah Ahmed
Hannah Fabionar
Aditi Thewarkar

Stevens Institute of Technology
Brian Eng
Aaron John
Darshan Patel
Lauren Tencza

Stockton University
Matthew Elko

Stony Brook University
Joseph Pecoraro

School of Engineering
Stefan Lim

School of Business
Nimit Srivastavalee
School of Criminal Justice
Marlina Dangervil

Saint John’s University
Sarah Elshafei

Saint Joseph’s University

Syracuse University
Maxwell School of Citizenship
and Public Policy
Nina Carlsen

Texas A&M University
Dwight Look College of
Engineering
Rahul Konala

Mary Kelly

The Salon Professional Academy
Nicole Whiteford

Cosmetology School
Ashley Heuston

U.S. Air Force
Mellisa Lemard

Vanderbilt University
Ephany Wang

Sarah Lawrence College
Monica Beispiel

School of the Art Institute of
Chicago

Villanova University
Julianna Ricigliano

School of Engineering
Anthony Castelo

Sarah Zhong

Wellesley College

University of the Sciences
Physical Therapy

Widener University

Nihar Patel

Alexander Zilli

Seton Hall University

Wilkes University

Rida Hamid
Marissa Patel
Nia Patel
Helan Thomas
Brianna Velardi
Jessica Yang

Stillman School of Busniess

Joanna Linn

Ben Mandell

The College of William and Mary
Evan Wong

William Paterson University

Jason Chan

Jaime Harris
Kevin M. Yan

University of South Carolina

Yale University

Michael Dick
Kelsey Shalonis
Sung-Chen Tsai

Spelman College
Havana Terborg

Eric Duong

Navy SEALs

Santiago Pardo Pinzon

Coast Guard

Christina Blodgett

...the view makes it all worth it.
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Poetry, contd.

her journey to overcome the difficulties
she faced in her childhood. As the night
progressed, juniors Cheikh Higgs and
Ashley Shah turned the audience’s attention
to a common problem among JP Stevens
students: academic stress and competition.
Cheikh performed “The Prison,” in which
he expressed his fear of being seen not as a
human but as a statistic. Through her poem
“6 Letters,” Ashley Shah explained that she
deals with her stress by finding the silver
linings in tough situations.
The last performer of the night, senior
Joanna Linn, amazed the audience with
her performance of “An Ill-Planned
Pregnancy.” Her poem focused on the many
pressures an individual is exposed to and
conveyed that one’s outward appearance
may not express the significant struggles
and problems he or she is going through
internally. She also explained how parents
can be too concerned with their child’s
success and pay less attention to their child’s
feelings. Joanna’s poignant performance and
her poem’s meaningful message set her apart
from the other contestants and attributed to
her first place win in the Poetry Slam event.
Audience member, senior Nili Patel claimed,
“The poem itself deserved a Pulitzer Prize,
but the performance deserved an Oscar.”
She also described how the audience reacted
to Joanna’s performance. At the end of the
night, Joanna celebrated her win along with
her other fellow participants, who added to
the night’s success.
The members of the Future 10 program
played a major part in making the night a
success. Future 10 is a pilot program in
JP Stevens that serves to help students
develop their skills in active listening, project
organization, collaboration, and leadership.
With the help of its advisor, Ms. Zazanis, the
club decided to host a school-wide Poetry
Slam for the second time, for students to
express their feelings while also voicing the
concerns of the entire JP Stevens student
body.

“The poem itself deserved
a Pulitzer Prize, but the
performance deserved an
Oscar.”
— Nili

Patel, senior

This Poetry Slam has not only fostered
the relationship between the members of
Future 10, but it has also built confidence
within all of the participants, including
members of the Speak-Out-Poetry club.
Ms. Zazanis noted, “What stands out to
me the most about this year’s slam was
the transformation that I saw take place in
each poet as they stood up and performed
his or her poem during every workshop.
These students spoke from their hearts
and shared their deepest and most personal
struggles, but they inspired us with messages
of hope on how to overcome stress and
face challenges with a positive mindset.”
The success of the night is also credited to
the Pinnacle Federal Credit Union, which
sponsored the second annual Poetry Slam by
donating $500 dollars toward the program,
with $250 going to the winner.
The Poetry Slam turned out to be a
special night for all of the participants,
especially for the winner, senior Joanna
Linn, who took the opportunity to express
her feelings to her classmates and teachers.
She commented, “I participated without
any expectations. Winning was amazing,
but seeing how the crowd responded to my
message blew my mind even more.” The
purpose of the Poetry Slam was to give
students a chance to express themselves,
and the participants certainly took the
opportunity to do so.
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OM Worlds, contd.

OM WORLDS FINAL PHOTO GALLERY

Senior Brian Sun collects his OMER award at the award ceremony held at the end of the competition.
and sparklers lighting up at the center of the
arena. After introductions of each problem
were given and short motivational speeches
from the head judges and co-founders of
Odyssey of the Mind were presented, the
competition finally began.
The seven teams from JP Stevens
competed in four different events or “longterm problems,” requiring the completion
of several unique tasks. Problem One, “NoCycle Recycle,” required teams to build
a vehicle and use it to transport recycled
items to different areas throughout their
performance. Problem Two, “Something
Fishy,” required teams to simulate different
styles of “fishing” through a technical
solution. Problem Four, “Stack Attack,”

challenged teams to build a 15-gram balsa
structure and test it to see the maximum
amount of weight it could hold. Problem
Five, “Furs, Fins, Feathers & Friends,” called
for teams to present a humorous performance
involving three singing and dancing animal
characters. The scores obtained from these
long-term problems were then combined
with scores earned from the “spontaneous”
portion of the competition, where teams
were required to solve a verbal or hands-on
problem presented to them on the spot. The
total score contributed to the team’s ranking
among others in each competition.
On May 28, all teams gathered together
once again for the closing ceremony to hear
the highly anticipated results. All JP Stevens

teams placed in the top twenty. Team B of
Problem One received eighteenth place,
team A of Problem Two twentieth place,
team B of Problem Two tenth place, team
A of Problem Four second place, team
B of Problem Four fifth place, team C of
Problem Four eleventh place, and team A
of Problem Five twelfth place. With World
Finals almost over, teams headed to the
after-parties for a last night of fun before
returning. As senior and executive board
member Yixin Jiao explains, “My last World
Finals was exceptionally memorable. OM
has really changed my time in high school;
it has brought me closer to many people and
has helped me to develop problem-solving
skills while having fun.”

Prom, contd. A Diverse Repertoire of Music
written about—“putting past conflicts
behind us.” How exactly does a night of
taking selfies and discovering our unknown
dance talents helps us put these “past
conflicts behind us?”
So, I once again turned to someone else
to help explain to me why this event was so
crucial that I had to write an article on it.
Stephanie Zhu expressed, “Prom signifies
the end to our high school career. We never
actually spent our time enjoying high school,
we never actually stopped and appreciated
the moment when we had the chance. So
prom gives us one chance to take it all in one
last time in high school—seize the moment!”
The past three articles written about prom
discussed what Stephanie had formulated—
prom gives us the opportunity to “seize the
moment.” Sure, prom helped us recognize
that we should “stop and smell the roses”
(corny, I know), but I still don’t believe that it
was responsible for making us take the time
to appreciate life. How could it?
Now, I would like to clarify this—I’m
not anti-prom. In fact, I can be considered
one of its biggest supporters, having
spent months preparing for the event and
cruising in to Addison Park in a limo. But
every other person who I’ve asked the
question “Why is prom so important?”
provided a response similar to the ones I
shared with you above. And every one of
those responses has been addressed in the
past. But I want this article to be different.
So, is prom really a big deal?
No. Prom is not a big deal. It does not
magically help us resolve our conflicts. It
does not make us feel unified. It definitely
does not tell us to seize the moment.
In 20 years, we will not remember the
color of everyone’s prom dress. We will
not remember Ms. Pawlikowski’s amazing
dancing skills at prom. In twenty years,
we might not even remember our prom.
But we will remember the personal memories
we have made and the relationships we have
fostered here. And that is a big deal.

SIMON WONG

Mr. Zazzali conducts the Clarinet Choir as it plays “Ruslan and Ludmilla.”
Excerpts,” by Joseph Suk, unified the
By OSCAR CHEN, sophomore
characteristic tones of both the brass and
IN CULMINATION of another year of
woodwind groups.
musical achievements, the JP Stevens Band
The final ensemble was the Woodwind
held its spring concert on May 11. Under the Quintet, which performed the classic “Peter
direction of Mr. DeNicola and Mr. Zazzali, and the Wolf,” accompanied by a narration
the band, and other small ensembles of the story spoken by senior Shravan
prepared a diverse repertoire of selections. Hariharan. Each instrument in the quintet
As band director Mr. Zazzali explained, represented a different character in the
“Preparing for the concert is like making story: the flute played its role as the bird, the
a movie. For every minute of a movie, the bassoon as the grandfather, the French horn
director might shoot hours of film. The as the wolf, and the clarinet as the cat.
work you put into every practice is what
The last group of the concert, the
ultimately makes every performance good.” prestigious Wind Ensemble, continued its
The spring concert commenced with annual tradition of awarding a solo to a
the performance of the flute quartet. The talented member of the ensemble. Senior
flutes performed Edvard Grieg’s technically Jessica Ho, the first chair flutist of the Wind
difficult pieces “Morning Mood” and “In Ensemble and the All-State Band, was chosen
the Hall of the Mountain King.” The band to be the soloist this year. In her performance
then showcased a medley of songs with a of “Carmen Fantaisie Brillante,” she played
theme that proved to be a favorite for both the brisk progressions with great technical
the band and the audience: “The Wizard precision and the slower sections with great
of Oz.” Sophomore Tyra Gravesande, who emotion, giving the piece a unique voice.
played the clarinet in the Symphonic Band, The concert ended with the performance
commented, “My favorite piece to perform of “Scenes for Wind Ensemble,” a piece
was the ‘Wizard of Oz’ because of all the composed and conducted by the maestro
childhood memories I have from watching Bruce Yurko.
the movie.”
For many band members, this year’s spring
The Freshman Band followed with its concert was particularly special. Senior Jack
performance of “The Liberty Bell,” an Wu explained, “I feel honored to be able to
American military march by John Philip play Yurko’s composition and am glad my
Sousa. Its next song, “Scherzo Fantastique last concert was successful.”
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Aldea, contd.

been selected as a Presidential Scholar.
The Presidential Scholars Program is a
highly selective recognition program where
students can apply only by invitation. These
candidates are invited based on exceptional
performances on either the SAT or the ACT.
As a student who has always done well on
standardized tests, Dennis was invited to
apply for this award for receiving a high
score on the SAT. However, he believes
that his strong academic record did not set
him apart from other candidates; instead, he
believes that his experiences as a volunteer at
Robert Wood Johnson University Hospital
Rahway and as a summer intern in a lab at
UC San Diego contributed much more to his
application than did his academic success.
The most valuable parts of Dennis’ high
school experience were the honest advice
and support of his friends, family, and JP
Stevens community, which enabled him to
succeed in his endeavors. Throughout his
application, Dennis focused on how his
cultural background and involvement in Mr.
Jone’s plant genome sequencing project have
helped him grow. At certain points during the
application process, Dennis did not believe
he would be selected for the award, stating,
“My mental dialogue with myself was that
out of the 4,000 candidates applying for the
award, at least 100 had to be more qualified
than I was. Because I didn’t expect to even
be named as a semifinalist, winning the
award was a great surprise.” Soon afterwards,
Dennis received news that, after the review
committee had evaluated 4,000 candidates
based on their academic achievements,
personal characteristics, leadership and
service qualities, and essays, he had been
selected as 1 of the 800 semifinalists. This
itself was an unexpected reward for Dennis,
as he didn’t believe he would even get this far
in the program.

“Because I didn’t expect
to even be named as a
semifinalist, winning
the award was a great
surprise.”
—

Dennis Aldea, senior

In early May, Dennis learned that he had
been selected as 1 of 161 Presidential Scholars
across the nation. Dennis will be traveling to
Washington, D.C. in June to commemorate
this achievement. He commented, “I’m very
excited to meet President Obama. However,
besides meeting the President, I’m looking
forward to visiting all of the historical
monuments, since I’ve never before visited
DC.” During this trip, Dennis will have the
opportunity to meet with many important
national and international figures, as well
as forge friendships with other Presidential
Scholars who are as motivated as he is.
Though this experience as a whole has
shaped and will continue to shape Dennis’s
character, it has not had a major impact on
his college and career plans. In September,
Dennis will be studying biomedical
engineering at Johns Hopkins University
followed by MD/PhD programs to begin his
career as a medical researcher. Nevertheless,
the Presidential Scholars program has taught
Dennis that self-confidence and motivation
come from talking with friends who can
support him and give valuable advice at the
same time. He says, “Since I was a fairly
shy student in middle school, I cherish my
friends much more than any award I have
or will receive,” leading him to believe that
his greatest success at JP has been meeting
wonderful and supportive people, a success
the Presidential Scholar award has taught
him to treasure.
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A Contest of Spirit
By KRISHNA PATEL, sophomore

LOUD CHEERS resonated throughout the
new gym as the freshman, sophomore,
junior, and senior classes competed against
each other in a battle of teamwork, spirit,
and strength. On May 19, the JP Stevens
Student Council hosted the annual Battle of
the Classes, which decided the winner of the
year-long competition. A panel of teachers,
including Mrs. Lasko, Mrs. Brandstetter, Ms.
Terrill, and Ms. Teboul, served as judges and
decided on the winner of the competition.
Since the beginning of the year, each
class garnered points by participating
in spirit events like Flip-Flop Day and
Mismatch Day as well as class competitions
like the Christmas Tree Decoration and
Hall Decoration. The points accumulated
through these spirit days contributed to the
final standings announced after the event.
The event began with each class
performing a chant and a dance. After
the dances were initially choreographed
by members of the core team, each grade
held many meetings where members of
the team learned the dance and the chant.
Senior Matt Flores stated, “Being my first
time ever choreographing, it was very
challenging but it was all worth it. Making
sure that everything was clean, spacing was
on point, and energy was up was definitely
not easy to keep track of, but after all of
the tears and sweat, we made it!” The
sophomore class would later be awarded
first place for the chant while the junior class
would be given first place for the dance.
After the dances were performed for an
eager audience, the four classes participated
in many competitive activities that involved
both the core team and the audience
members. In the under-over basketball relay,
players passed the ball over their heads
while the players behind them passed the
ball between their legs. The seniors finished
first, while the juniors followed behind with
a close second. The teams then participated

ZAIN AHMED

Seniors perform their dance and cheer to score points for their team.

in the hula hoop pass, where team members
linked hands and formed a large circle with
a hula hoop trapped between the arms of
two players. The sophomores were able to
complete this event in the least amount of
time and were awarded first place.
While the previous games focused on
speed, the tug-of-war competition centered
on the strength of the classes and was
won by the senior class. The balloon pop
challenge was another relay that followed,
where players sprinted to a chair, popped a
balloon by sitting on it, and then ran back
to their team. The sophomores won through
their speed and teamwork.
A new event, introduced in place of the
crab-soccer game played in previous years,
was the hungry hippos challenge, where a
participant had to grab the most colorful
balls while laying backside up on a scooter
with another player pushing the scooter. The
seniors came out victorious in this challenge
while the sophomores finished close behind
in second place. Mr. Baer remarked, “The
idea behind the new game came from Battle

of the Teachers last year. The game was a
success with the teachers, so we decided to
implement it this year. We decided that we
wanted an event that could be just as fun,
but quicker to finish.”
The final event of the night, the obstacle
course, was a combination of different tasks.
Pairs of two performed each part of the race,
attempting to finish their task as quickly as
possible before running to the next station
where the succeeding pairs waited. The
sophomores were able to complete the course
in the shortest amount of time, winning first
place while the seniors won second place.
The final scores were announced with the
freshmen placing fourth, sophomores third,
juniors second, and the seniors first, winning
the competition. While the audience enjoyed
the event from the stands, the members of all
teams had a different outlook on the event.
Junior Saachi Joshi stated, “We worked so
hard and practiced so much that our team
became our family as well. It was a truly
amazing experience, and I’m glad I was able
to do it with some great people by my side.”

auditorium during SerenAIDe as a guest of
honor.
SerenAIDe is mainly a student-organized
event, with minimal intervention from the
choir director. The choir council created
several committees to organize the night:
a publicity committee, food committee,
and concert night committee. Consisting
of student volunteers, each committee
advertised the event and made the night run
smoothly. Senior and choir council member
Shriya Khonde said, “I love leading the
concert night committee because so many
students want to help out and be a part of
this amazing concert. In preparation for
SerenAIDe, we create and print out all the
tickets and programs.”
Performances were all based upon the
theme of unity, as displayed on this year’s
t-shirts that donned the slogan “Building a
future for those with ALS, together.” Song
choices ranged from Jessie J’s “Flashlight”
to The Wizard of Oz’s “Somewhere Over
the Rainbow.” Alumni graduating from
as far back as 2009 returned to JP with

performances of their own and sang
“How Can I Keep from Singing” by Z.
Randall Stroop with the Alumni Choir.
This touching piece was conducted by Mrs.
Wions and included a solo from alumnus
Robert Zhang. The Orphan Sporks, an a
cappella group from Rutgers University, also
graced the stage with a rendition of “Swim
Good” by Frank Ocean. All student and
guest performances required an immense
amount of effort to organize and rehearse.
“There was a lot preparation leading up
to the concert. Actually performing was
exhilarating. It was pretty nerve-wracking,
but in the end, I was singing for the cause.”
said sophomore Shruti Sundaresh, who
sang Coldplay’s “Fix You.” The concert
concluded with the Chamber Ensemble’s
performance of “On the Morrow,” a yearly
tradition that pays tribute to Joe Wions.
Mrs. Wions took the stage to thank the JP
Stevens choir for all it has done throughout
the years to support Joe. “Everyone
experienced a great amount of change,”
she commented. “The choir helped us face
those challenges and changes. You were our
family, and we will forever be grateful.” She
also awarded the Joe Wions Scholarship to
senior Shivam Bhatt for his never-ending
dedication toward the choir and ALS cause.
At the end of the night, the concert
raised approximately $2,000 to donate to
the ALS Association and Scott Fleming.
“SerenAIDe’s purpose is to let us enjoy
music, but also to spread love,” said junior
Chris Yeh, a choir member. “A single event is
able to bring together an entire community
of people so that the people we help feel
like family.” With the hard work of choir
students, SerenAIDe truly embodied the
theme of unity.

United Against ALS
By KELLY CHEN, sophomore

STUDENTS, ALUMNI, teachers, and parents
all gathered in the auditorium on June 2
for the choir’s annual ALS benefit concert,
SerenAIDe. Since its inception in 2005,
SerenAIDe has allowed students to showcase
their talent in order to raise money for ALS
awareness. The event was established to
assist Mrs. Wions, the former choir director,
whose husband was diagnosed with the
disease.
ALS, or Lou Gehrig’s disease, affects the
nervous system, weakening muscles and
inhibiting everyday tasks such as walking
and talking. Joe Wions, who contracted this
chronic disease, was able to buy ramps and
a wheelchair-accessible van with the funds
raised from SerenAIDe. Though Joe Wions
passed away in 2011, SerenAIDe continues
each year in memory of him.
SerenAIDe, currently in its 12th year,
is donating the money raised this year to
Scott Fleming, a veteran diagnosed with
ALS. Scott was seated in the front of the

AARUSHI GOVIL

Chamber choir members sing the song “On the Morrow” as part of a
yearly tradition.
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AS THE athletes
of the Class of
2016 begin their college
careers, the medals and stories of
success they left behind will continue
to inspire future JP athletes to perform with
the same level of commitment and optimism.

By RISHABH KAPOOR, junior,
and ALISON PARK, freshman

AARON JOHN first started running in fifth grade in an effort
to, ironically, train for soccer. Had he known he would later
become the track and cross country superstar he is today,
he would not have believed it. Aaron originally began his
high school running career because of his parents, who
pushed him towards running. However, he eventually
became inspired by what he knew he was capable of
doing—winning races, creating his reputation, and making
history for our school--and he did just that. A time of 1:56
in his best event, the 800m, makes Aaron fourth in the state,
the record holder for our school, and a North II Group IV
Champion in the event. As a member of the Fourth Team All
State Winter Track, three-time All Conference, and nine-time
All Red/White Division Honors recipient for track and cross
country, he has certainly surpassed all expectations. For the
next chapter in his life, he says, “What I will carry most with
me is just the confidence I learned through running and the
idea that anything is possible as long as you set your mind
to it.”Aaron plans to take this fantastic mindset with him to
the Stevens Institute of Technology, where he plans to
continue running.

HUSTLING HARD on the court and the field, Molly
Yelencsics is a successful basketball and lacrosse
player who finds an indescribable satisfaction in
playing her best and knowing that her “hard work
will pay off in the future.” Inspired by the death
of her AAU basketball coach, she learned to never
take the game for granted and always strive to put
out her best effort, shocking many in becoming
the basketball captain as a sophomore. This strong
passion and mindset have awarded her Most Valuable
Player during her freshman, sophomore, and senior
years, Third Team All-Area by the Home News Tribune,
and All White Division. Her determination travels
with her to the lacrosse field where she continues to
break down barriers; she was named Second Team AllConference in 2015. Though she is the current school
record holder for 144 career goals, she comments that
“You don’t have to be the best player [to be successful].
People recognize the player with the positive attitude.
The player that has her teammates’ back and hustles until
the end.” Molly plans to continue playing lacrosse in
Marywood University and to bring her contagious
determination with her.

UNLIKE OTHER ATHLETES, Claire Pan never set out with the
intention to play tennis. She accidentally fell into the sport when
she offered to practice with brother in fifth grade. Ever since, tennis
has developed into a major part of her life, as evident the countless
hours she spends on the court. Her passion and dedication has
led her to become a four-year varsity player and two-year captain,
during which she was selected to the All Conference and All-Red
Division Teams. Under her leadership, the girls tennis team finished
second at the 2015 GMC Tournament and became the Red Division
Co-Champions. Her determination to bring the team to the top
motivated the other girls to try even harder and beat cross-town
rivals. Recalling her fond memories, Claire has learned through
tennis to “always fully commit. [You should never] swing halfway.”
The lessons she learned on the court and in the locker room with
her team will be carried with her throughout her life. Although she
does not plan to play tennis on the collegiate level, she seeks to
play recreationally to avoid the “Freshman 15” when she attends
Cornell University this fall.
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KYLE MACKIEWICZ began his lengthy volleyball journey in fourth grade when he was
introduced to the sport by his mother. Interestingly, she took him to adult league open
gyms, where he was thoroughly introduced to it. As he started to get used to the sport,
his integral inspiration was his admiration for his mother and elder sister, who also played
volleyball. Kyle’s mom played volleyball in Brazil and his sister played in JP Stevens as
well, so Kyle followed their examples and used that family
motivation to push him to play his best. After having 38
kills in a game last year and an outrageous total of 338
kills during the season, it is no wonder he was selected
into First Team All-State. Kyle has played exceptionally well
throughout his high school career, and it is evident that he has
come out with his best game in the most intense settings. He states,
“From high school volleyball, I got to experience being the go-to
player in tight situations.” Kyle has certainly delivered well for his
team and for our school in those tight situations, including the time
he led the team to make school history by beating St. Joseph’s High
School for the first time ever. He will also hopefully continue to do
so at Penn State University, where he will be competing in
Division I Volleyball.

VISHAL WALIA started playing tennis with a close friend, Gouttham Chandrasekar,
a way that many begin a sports journey. However, the real inspiration for
Vishal came when he watched alumnus Sarthak Mohanty compete against
a Westfield rival in first singles, eventually leading the JP team to victory.
From that day forward, his goal was to not only lead the team in first
singles one day, but to also emerge victorious in such tight matches.
This year, as co-captain of the tennis team, Vishal plays first singles
and led the team to their fourth GMC Championship in a row. He has a
few other titles too, including three-time County Champion, Round of
16 in the Individual State Tournament (school record for boys tennis),
second in the state for first singles (reaching the finals this year), and three
All-Conference and All-State plaques. It’s safe to say that Vishal truly
realized his dream, though according to him, “it wasn’t some redundant
theme we see in fairy tales. I started on the
bottom of varsity, but by giving hours of my
time, I became one of the best players on my
team and top in the state. That confidence, the
belief that I can do anything if I put my
heart and soul into it, will always push
me forward.” Vishal will surely take
this confidence with him to New
York University in the fall, where
h e
plans to continue playing tennis.

SINCE A YOUNG AGE, Rebecca DiSerio has been deeply involved in sports. This
dedication to athletics continued throughout high school, where she became a three
season athlete, joining the girls volleyball, basketball, and softball varsity teams while
juggling the demands of high school academics. Her self-motivation and positive attitude
have earned her the 2015 Coach’s Award in volleyball and 2016 Most Improved Player in
basketball. In basketball, her determined mindset also helped break the four year losing
streak against archrival Bishop Ahr. Despite her commitment to both volleyball and
basketball, Rebecca’s true dedication lies in softball, a sport she has played
since she was six and plans to continue playing this fall at Ithaca College.
Named to the All-Red Division Team, she enjoys the “adrenaline rush
from close games and being able to make plays at the plate.”
This year, she represented JP Stevens at the National Girls
and Women in Sports Day at Seton Hall University,
where she, along with two hundred other
girls, were honored for their athletic
accomplishments.
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Wake Up, U.S. Soccer! It’s Time for Tee
By RISHABH KAPOOR, junior
OVER THE PAST DECADES, we have been
fighting tirelessly for equal treatment for all;
the world has slowly realized that women
are earning much less than men, for no
justifiable reason. So far, the bridge between
men and women’s wages has been closing:
in the 1970s, women made only 59%
of what men made, but recently
the number has reached 79%.
Though it is still far from equal
pay, progress has been evident,
and we are slowly approaching a
close of the schism. However,
after a close look at the salaries
of members of the U.S. Men’s
National Soccer Team, we find
ourselves regressing back to
the Dark Ages.
The
U.S.
National
Soccer
Federation seems
to be stubbornly resistant
toward promoting equal
pay for both genders,
thus
maintaining
an
atrocious wage gap. Such a
gap is unwarranted, considering
the successes of the women’s
team, which has won the gold medal at the
2012 Olympics, the 2014 CONCACAF
Championship, and the Outstanding Team
award in the 2015 ESPYs.
Additionally, the women’s team raised $20
million more than the men’s team last year
because of their myriad wins, enormous
popularity, and marketability as a team, but
their players still earn approximately four
times less. Iconic players such as Hope Solo

and Carli Lloyd have spoken out about this
inequality and signed for a complaint against
the U.S. Soccer Federation. The team hired
labor attorney Jeffrey Kessler, who has
beaten the NFL in several cases, to now
fight against the malice of the Federation.
However, it should not be the responsibility
of players to gather support for equality
and fair pay. In fact, the women should be
focusing on training and playing their next
match, not dealing with extremely unfair
legal matters.
It is true that national team contracts are
always collectively bargained, meaning wages
are previously negotiated, so the Soccer
Federation can say that the female players
have already signed the contracts. But times
have changed. This women’s team has been
consistently triumphing over reputable
teams
on the international stage.
Meanwhile, the men’s
team has not been
nearly as successful,
failing to qualify for
the Olympics for the
second-straight time.
Specifically, Alex
Morgan, an
influential
signatory of
the complaint, is the highest paid American
female soccer player, but even she only
makes about $445,000 as compared to the
best male American players like Landon
Donovan, who make nearly $2,000,000.
This salient gap is no longer a joke; it is a
serious issue that cannot go unresolved. It is
time for the US Soccer Federation to wake
up, smell the fresh grass, and realize that it
is now 2016; men and women deserve to be
paid equally.

Watch LAX in IMAX
By AVI SURA, freshman
FACING TOUGH COMPETITION from
schools around the state, the JP Stevens
boys and girls varsity lacrosse teams tackle
each obstacle with diligence. At every game,
the athletes strive to improve not only
individually, but also as a team. Whether
they win or lose, the teams take each game
as a learning experience because they know a
loss only means there is potential to improve.
Although both the girls and boys teams are
unique in their own games, they share their
determination to prove their opponents
wrong and show the audience that their
passion for lacrosse has prevailed in their
success throughout the 2016 spring season.
From basic drills to team chants before
each game, the JP Stevens varsity lacrosse
coaches consistently encourage their
players to reach for higher ambitions. Sean
Seneviratne (11) comments, “What makes
us unique is the way we know each other’s
strengths and weaknesses and cater to each
other’s game.” At every practice, Coach
Siter prepares the boys for upcoming games
through special warm ups, such as the New
England drill—a drill that strengthens
the players response time to different
game scenarios. Additionally, Coach Siter
encourages the players to run and lift
weights, instilling the players with discipline
and vigor. The success of the boys team is
partially credited to the dedication of the
boys on the field when it comes to working
out on their own and eating right.
Though physical preparation prior to a
game is crucial, strong chemistry between
players is equally important. The girls team
occasionally bonds by eating together at
Coach Topo’s house, while the boys relax at
the mall after some games. By doing so, the
teams fortify their relationships off the field,
forming connections that will last during the
season and beyond. These connections also

help them on the field as they provide each
player with the support to fight harder and
and work for the win.
With instruction coming from the boys
varsity captains, Jeff Colman (12), Noel
Negron (12), Yvegen Bogutsky (12), and
Robert Distefano (11), as well as the
girls captains, Molly Yelencsics (12), Sam
Dzema (12), and Lauren Tencza (12), the
younger and newer athletes have learned the
importance of vigilance during each play, as
failing to scoop a single ground ball can lead
to a devastating loss.
One notable athlete in particular, Robert
Distefano (11), serves as a motivation for the
team with his remarkable number of goals.
By simply practicing passing and catching
outside of school, he hopes that his diligence
will prevail during their games and spread to
the rest of the players as well.
Likewise, the girls often prepare for
different game scenarios at their teammates’
houses, while also tie-dying shirts with Coach
Freeman. Defensive player Ruhi Kanwar (11)
explains, “Every time we hang out, I have
seen the improvement in the team’s work
ethics and skills.” Despite how carefree they
can be during their hangouts, they always
bring their A-game during the games. The
girls strive to craft themselves into stronger
lacrosse athletes through encouragement on
and off the field.
Both teams started off as groups of timid
athletes who were left black and blue after
the first few games. However, as they began
to understand the intensity of lacrosse, they
realized what it truly meant to be tough;
throughout the season, the lessons that have
resonated with the players inspire them to
play harder, run faster, and stand stronger in
the face of the opponent. Whether they are
diligently practicing or just casually hanging
out with their teammates, the JP Stevens
varsity lacrosse teams have proven that hard
work and persistence can lead to success.

By JIGISHA MAVANI, freshman
WITH THE spring season settling in, the JP
golf team has already had a successful start
and is in action at the Metuchen Country
Club, looking toi. Reputed for its consistent
swings and precise shots, the team is working
toward another successful season, hoping to
place high in the state sectionals.
Coach Savulich and the girls golf team,
led by captain Riya Juneja (12), have started
off strong with a season record of 11-3.
On May 5, the girls garnered a second place
award in the GMC tournament. Although
the girls were unfamiliar with the subtleties
of the Concordia Golf Course, South
Brunswick’s home course, they rose over
rival East Brunswick and earned a victory.
Coach Savulich trains the girls golf team
for a competitive season throughout the
year with extra pratices. To illustrate the
rigor, Coach Savulich notes, “The team
plays all summer and plays in fall leagues,”
so she predicts that the girls will finish with
a victory in the state sectionals. In addition
to year long practice, the girls practice at the
driving range to perfect consistent swings
using the most popular brand, Taylormade.
Moreover, in response to where she sees the
girls this season, Coach Savulich confidently
comments that, “It looks like we are codivision champions.”
Golf presents several obstacles both on and
off the field. For example, Esha Khandelwal
(11) admits, “Some challenges we face include
facing other extremely competitive teams
and keeping up with the busy schedule.”
However, the Hawks are flexible. As soon
as the team arrives at the golf course, they
practice putting to determine the pace of
the ball as it varies on different courses.

Coach Canova, who coaches the boys
team, and comments on his team’s prospects
in the 2016 spring season explaining, “This
year’s boys team consists of 11 players,
so we are young and inexperienced in
varsity competition.” Like the girls, the
boys condition by practicing both indoor
and outdoor swinging throughout the
winter and lifting weights to gain strength.
Lower body strength and core control
are essential to transfer force to the ball.
The boys team, led by captain Rohit Iyer
(12), have constantly been putting and
improving their accuracy, hoping to secure
a victory at their GMC tournament. Besides
the competitive aspect of golf, there is scope
for personal improvement. Indeed, Rohit
shares, “I learn something new about the
game and myself every day.” Clearly, golf
provides an ongoing learning process for
players.
The Hawks surely debunk many myths
regarding golf. Grace Wu (11) debunks
the myth that “we get to drive golf carts.”
Although golf carts prove to be exciting
prospects, the team carries its bags and
walks the course. In addition, Victoria Tan
(11) states, “While people think golf is the
easiest sport that takes no skill, it requires
a lot of focus and accuracy.” Overall, golf
requires a calm, collected state of mind in
order to improve precision to make aces.
Now in midseason, the boys and girls
golf teams, led by determined captains and
experienced coaches, expect a season filled
with record-breaking victories. They hope to
boast high scores in competitive games by
remaining calm and focused throughout the
matches. In terms of athletics and personal
skills, this spring season will serve to edge
golfers to a higher level.

The Kobe Bryant Era
By ADARSSH NAGARAJAN, junior
KOBE BRYANT’S last
game
of
his 20-year career in the NBA
could not have gone any better.
Crippled in recent years by various
incapacitating injuries, Bryant turned his
farewell game into “The Kobe
Bryant Show,” scoring 60 points
and leading the Los Angeles
Lakers to a comeback win
against the Utah Jazz, 10196. At 37 years old, he still
embodied the toughness and
the talent that made him one
of the most legendary shooting
guards in basketball history.
“I can’t believe how fast 20
years went by,” said Bryant
in his farewell address to his
family, his teammates, and his
fans at the Staples Center. Since
being drafted by the Charlotte
Hornets as the thirteenth pick
of the 1996 NBA draft, Bryant
has won many accolades and
much respect. In addition
to being a five-time NBA
champion and an 18-time NBA
All-Star, he holds the record for
the third most points scored in
an NBA career, coming behind
Kareem Abdul-Jabbar and Karl
Malone.
Over the course of Kobe’s
career, children and professional athletes
alike have tried to emulate Kobe’s offensive
prowess: a combination of his agile
footwork and superior body control. He
could slip through defenses easily and made
complicated layupslook effortless. Bryant is
surprisingly adept at defense as well, playing
as a contain defender. But his best trait is his
dedication to the game as a whole. He takes
off fewer days than the rest of the league

and has an unmatched competitive drive—
an intangible trait that is as important for
success as physical traits.
Some of the best moments in basketball
have had Kobe in the center. In 2006, Kobe
fired on all cylinders, as he scored 81 points
in one game against the Toronto Raptors. He
became only the second player to score more
than 80 points in a single game and still
holds the record for second-most amount
of points ever scored in a basketball
game. He has mounted comeback after
comeback, with the most memorable
one happening in Game 7 of the
Western Conference Finals against the
Indiana Pacers in 2000, en route to
a victory in the Finals later that year.
However, just looking at his statistics
discredits his impact off the court.
He works closely together with
After School All-Stars, a non-profit
organization that promotes academic
success. Furthermore, he started the
Kobe Bryant China Fund, which
raises money within China for
education and health programs.
Although the general consensus
remains that Kobe Bryant is a
legendary player, some might call
him self-centered based on his stats
and his sponsorship deals off the
court, but they are painting an unfair
picture of him. Kobe is someone
who changed the game as we know
it, someone who was, and still is,
called the “Michael Jordan” of modern
basketball. Bryant has cemented himself
in basketball history, which is why this last
season has been particularly enjoyable to
watch. Despite the Golden State Warriors’
historic season, Lebron James reaching the
coveted 25,000-point-milestone, and Tim
Duncan’s record-setting 954th win with the
San Antonio Spurs, this season will always be
known as “The End of the Kobe Bryant Era.”
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Dedication in the Diamond
By JENNA YAN, freshman
WITH THE softball season coming to a
close, the Lady Hawks made for one final
push to the end. And while JP Stevens ended
the season with a victorious, 15-3 record,
they garnered great accomplishments this
year, including winning the title of Red
Division champions for the second time
with a smashing score of 19-0 against
Edison High School. With the goal of giving
110% effort on the field, the Lady Hawks
started off the season with a strong opening
2-0 victory against South Brunswick High
School, followed by an equally strong 5-0
shutout over East Brunswick High School.
Led by senior captains Rebecca DiSerio,
Kayla Smith, Gabriella Young, and Kelsey
Shalonis, the team looked forward to
becoming Red Division champions again
by building off of their previous successes.
Assistant Coaches Ullrich and Holborow
helped train the team alongside head coach,
Coach Petty, by using their knowledge of
softball and their experience from leading the
Lady Hawks to victory last year. Under their
guidance, the team envisions a rise in talent
by the younger players as they strengthen
their batting and fielding skills and become
experienced by the end of the season.
Coach Petty affirms this vision, stating, “I
think athletes perform best when they are
confident, focused, and comfortable in an
environment that allows them to challenge
each other, where they have respect for
themselves, their teammates, their school,
their opponents, and the sport.”
Everyday, the JP Stevens softball team has
dedicated immense effort into each practice
to improve basic skills such as fielding,
batting, and running. During practices, the
players compete in mini games or participate

Angels in the Outfield
By SANJAY ATHREY, sophomore

JUILIANNE SIECINSKI

Captain Kayla Smith (12) at bat in
a thrilling match against Sayreville.
in a team-favorite star drill. In this drill,
players gather in a circle around the pitching
mound to throw softballs in a diagonal
formation. By giving all their effort in
practice, the Lady Hawks look to increase
their dedication to the sport. Through its
persistence, the JP Stevens softball team
sets a long lasting legacy for the younger
players behind them, hoping to inspire them
to work harder. Captain Gabriella Young
advises future players by encouraging them
“to make every season, every bat, and every
out count because they can’t be taken back,
as the season will fly by.”
Softball is a sport that requires team
support and encouragement to build up
success on the field. To increase their bond
as a second family, the softball team sings
Billy Joel songs on the bus for away games.
As the 2017 season comes to a close, the
Lady Hawks are prepared to come together
as one team and build on their strong bond.
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SO FAR in this spring season, the JP Stevens
baseball team has proven itself to be the
comeback team to watch out for in the evercompetitive Red Division. After emerging
co-champions of last year’s Red Division,
the Hawks once again look to be a dominant
force and ferocious contender in the division
title race as well as in the GMC tournament.
Despite key losses of graduating seniors in
the infield, namely second baseman Dennis
Cooper and shortstop Collin Pastor, the
team still has many previous varsity players
such as the captains Frank LoGuidice (12),
Zach Marzano (12), and Luke Jacobi (11),
who have proven themselves to be wellprepared to lead the new team.
The season started off on a positive
note, especially after the huge success of
the Florida trip during spring break. The
biennial trip really brought the team together
through intense scrimmages and games.
According to Ben Mandell (12), “[The trip]
was a great experience for the team to grow
closer because we were able to travel and
stay together [very early]”. The team played
at the prestigious ESPN Worldwide Sports
Complex in Orlando and won two seasonopening games, including one against
Eastern, a team ranked tenth in New Jersey.
In Orlando, pitchers Frank LoGuidice and
Alex Zilli (12) combined for an impressive
tally of ten strikeouts each in the two games.
In the first few games of the season,
the Hawks were led by the offensive
powerhouse of the team, Zach Marzano,
who tallied three hits and and an impressive
five RBI’s, including a homerun in a game
against Arthur L. Johnson High School. As
the season progressed, the boys encountered
challenging matchups against top-ranked

opponents such as GMC adversaries South
Brunswick and Old Bridge. Difficult-toswallow losses ensued, but the Hawks were
far from discouraged and did not let up.
In fact, the boys were completely focused
on making a massive comeback. Captain
Zach Marzano reflects this sentiment when
he emphasizes, “We know we can play with
anybody, we just need to keep our heads cool
and not tense up.” And that’s exactly what
the Hawks did. The boys quickly grabbed
wins against teams by the likes of Sayreville
and Perth Amboy. Coach Marzano, recalling
the unlucky spell of games remarked, rather
humorously, “They like to make it exciting,
my blood pressure has been real high.”
An especially gratifying win was a 4-3
victory against Governor Livingston as part
of the annual Autism Awareness Challenge.
In this notable competition, which features
some of the top 40 high school teams in
the state, the Hawks eagerly united behind
a worthy cause. With the help of the JP
Stevens community, they were able to raise
money in order to support autistic children.
In fact, Ben Mandell’s (12) little brother,
Sam, who is autistic, was selected to throw
the ceremonial first pitch. When asked about
the special game, Ben replied, “[Baseball]
means a lot to me, and I’m glad I had a
chance to play for [Sam].”
The impressive win streak is still very
much alive for the baseball team, which looks
to continue to inspire future athletes through
their unwavering persistence and charitable
acts. The Hawks are currently third in the
division with an impressive 8-7 record after a
huge comeback win-streak, with many more
important games to be played. With this in
mind, one can be rest assured that the boys
baseball team will surely step up to the plate
and finish off the season on a strong note.

Welcome to Rio: May the Odds Be Ever in Your Favor
By SAM CHEN, freshman
IT’S THAT TIME of quadrennial year again.
As the summer of 2016 quickly approaches,
students’ thoughts begin to wander toward
relaxation and freedom. But the real
highlight of this summer will be marked by
an immense, unique celebration all the way
in South America. In under two months, the
fanfare will sound, the torches will be lit, and
the games will begin. Welcome to the 2016
Olympics in Rio de Janeiro, Brazil!
No matter which countries you might
be rooting for, the Olympics never fails
to provide excitement for all. Talented
American athletes will have breathtaking
performances and set spectacular new
records. With that, here are some notable
competitions for the U.S. squad, both at
team and individual levels, to keep track of
from the sofa starting on August 5.
SWIMMING: Michael Phelps makes his
dramatic return to the Olympic pools after
considering retirement back in 2012. Phelps,
the most decorated Olympian in history
with 22 medals, attempts to prove that
his turn in the spotlight is not over at Rio.
Joining him are Cullen Jones, the second
African-American swimmer to get an
Olympic gold, and Ryan Lochte, a celebrated
11-time Olympic champion. Lochte, who
has four world records of his own, will
undoubtedly add to the competition at this
year’s Olympics. Caeleb Dressel and Michael
Andrew are worth putting on your radar, too.
Both under 20, the two represent the next
great generation of Team USA swimming,
along with Reece Whitley. Already renowned
Missy Franklin, who shattered the women’s
200m backstroke record in London, and
newcomer Katie Ledecky take on the
women’s heats in an effort to have America
dominate the podium again. In total, the
U.S. is sending its best 50 to the pools. Look

forward to a splash of records this summer
as a new generation of swimmers becomes
remarkably faster.
GYMNASTICS: From all-around gymnasts
to bars specialists, this international sport
just does not get enough credit for the
difficulty, skill,
and teamwork
needed
to
succeed in
it. After a
sensational
performance by
the Fierce Five
in London four
years ago, only
two
members
of that women’s
team
remain.
Regardless, this
obstacle will not
stop Gabby Douglas, known as “Flying
Squirrel,”and Aly Raisman from leading
the Americans to the top. Viewers should
eagerly await the Olympic-debut of young,
unstoppable Simone Biles as well as teamhopefuls MyKayla Skinner and Brenna
Dowell. The male gymnast group will also be
stacked with talented pieces. Sam Mikulak,
who has greatly improved since the London
Games, leads the Senior National Team in a
search for first at Rio. Also on hand will be
floor and vault specialists, Jake Dalton and
Steve Legendre.
TRACK AND FIELD: In the Olympic sports
category with the most events, an abundance
of athletes will be showcased. If you like
broken records, track and field is always
the sport to watch (besides swimming, of
course). Ashton Eaton is already considered
a strong contender for the decathlon, which
is an arduous combination of ten individual
events. Long-distance runner Galen Rupp
aims to finally win the gold medal this

summer in the marathon, while Justin Gatlin
will be sprinting in the 100 m event and 4x100
relay race. On the women’s side, Brittney
Reese is looking for yet another gold in the
long jump. Her teammate, Allyson Felix,
who holds more World medals than any
other American,
will focus on the
200m sprint this
time around.
But
perhaps
it is the iconic
Usain
Bolt
who deserves
the eyes of
every
viewer.
Currently, Bolt
is aiming for a
world record in
the 200m race;
however,
the
acclaimed athlete will consider retirement
after this year’s Games.
BASKETBALL: A new generation of
NBA superstars is leading the charge for
the men at Rio. Coach Mike Krzyzewski’s
last tournament with Team USA will likely
feature some new additions to the 2012
“dream team” as postseason fatigue, injuries,
and retirement take other superstars out of
the mix. Meanwhile, the women’s national
team has largely stayed intact since the 2012
Olympics with only three new stars coming
into the spotlight this year at Rio. Geno
Auriemma, who has a history of winning,
is at the helm of a full-speed ship once
again. Sue Bird, Tamika Catchings, Maya
Moore, and the rest of the talented team
look to extend their streak of exceptional
international play.
BEACH VOLLEYBALL:
The greatest
women’s beach volleyball duo in history
was broken up by Misty May-Treanor’s
retirement. However, her former partner

Kerri Walsh Jennings, is still going strong.
With her new teammate, April Ross, the
already-thriving partnership faces a challenge
in helping Jennings win her fourth Olympic
gold medal. Among their challengers will be
Jennifer Kessy and new partner Emily Day.
On the men’s side, Jake Gibb and Casey
Patterson will be fighting to bring Team
USA back to the medal stand after a noshow in men’s beach volleyball back in 2012
at London.
SOCCER: For the third time in the past
four Olympic cycles, the men’s traditional
U-23 squad did not qualify for this summer’s
Olympic tournament after losing in March
to Colombia, so only the women’s team will
travel to Rio. Goalkeeper Hope Solo returns
in light of being the top goalkeeper in the
Women’s World Cup last year. There is no
question that she, along with teammates
Alex Morgan and Carli Lloyd, will be ready
to take on the rest of the world following
the team’s tremendous victory over Japan
in 2012. Coached by Jill Ellis, we can only
hope that a hat trick in 16 minutes is not
the last we see out of the USWNT. Other
notable players on the roster include cocaptain Becky Sauerbrunn and star defender
Meghan Klingenberg.
The events mentioned are only a few
out of a vast 306, and there are more than
40 sports to follow. For more information
on any sports that were excluded, you can
visit the official Team USA webpage. Over
10,000 athletes will be participating at Rio
alone this year, with the U.S. sending about
500. There’s no doubt the tone has been set
for an intense and dynamic first two weeks
of August. So while you might be keeping
an eye on those tireless days left of school,
don’t forget that the countdown to Rio has
already begun. And as much as June 22 will
have our attention, August 5 will be a day we
won’t forget on our calendars.

